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SUMMARY
Retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types relay parallel streams of visual feature information. We hypothesized that
neuromodulators might efficiently control which visual information streams reach the cortex by selectively
gating transmission from specific RGC axons in the thalamus. Using fiber photometry recordings, we found
that optogenetic stimulation of serotonergic axons in primary visual thalamus of awake mice suppressed
ongoing and visually evoked calcium activity and glutamate release from RGC boutons. Two-photon calcium
imaging revealed that serotonin axon stimulation suppressedRGCboutons that responded strongly to global
changes in luminancemore than those responding only to local visual stimuli, while the converse was true for
suppression induced by increases in arousal. Converging evidence suggests that differential expression of
the 5-HT1B receptor on RGC presynaptic terminals, but not differential density of nearby serotonin axons,
may contribute to the selective serotonergic gating of specific visual information streams before they can
activate thalamocortical neurons.
INTRODUCTION

The relay of sensory information from the periphery to the cortex

is integral to perception. The thalamus is a critical hub in this pro-

cess, as information that effectively drives thalamocortical neu-

rons is then amplified and processed by orders of magnitude

more neurons in primary sensory cortex.1,2 Perception is also

strongly influenced by internal states, which are encoded in a

distributed manner by diverse neuromodulatory neurons. States

such as locomotion and arousal (indexed by large pupil area) can

modulate responses in primary sensory afferents,3,4 thalamic

neurons,5–9 and cortical neurons.10–16 The activity of neuromo-

dulatory neurons such as those that release norepinephrine or

acetylcholine is tightly coupled to changes in locomotion and

arousal.17–21 Serotonergic neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus

(DRN) of the brainstem are also associated with internal states,

yet different serotonin neurons exhibit variable and context-

dependent coupling to locomotion and arousal.22,23 The nature

and mechanisms by which any given population of neuromodu-

latory inputs shapes the content of sensory processing remain
poorly understood. While regulation of the overall gain in sensory

information flow in thalamus and cortex by distinct neuromodu-

lators has been investigated both in vivo24–27 and in brain

slice experiments,28–30 less is understood about the ‘‘selective’’

modulation of specific information channels. We therefore inves-

tigated the actions of a single neuromodulator, serotonin, on

functionally diverse retinal inputs to the thalamus in vivo.

Retinal axons in thalamus are uniquely suited for investigating

neuromodulatory gating, for several reasons. First, retinal ganglion

cells (RGCs) are among the best understood neuronal types in the

mammalian brain at amolecular and functional level.31–34 Second,

unlike reciprocally connected downstream regions, retinal inputs

comprise a simpler, unidirectional flowofmultiple parallel informa-

tion streams. These distinct streams show various degrees of

convergence onto thalamocortical cells, resulting in combinatorial

or more relay-like modes of transmission of information regarding

global changes in luminance, direction of motion, and fine details

in the visual scene.35–39

Serotonin is known to modulate transmission of early visual in-

formation in the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the
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Figure 1. DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation releases serotonin and suppresses spiking-evoked calcium signals and glutamate release from

RGC axons

(A) Setup in awake head-fixed mice for fiber photometry recordings of GRAB5-HT expressed in dLGN, with optogenetic stimulation (optostim) of DRN5HT/dLGN

axons (ChrimsonR-tdT injected in DRN of Pet1-Cre mice).

(B) Example GRAB5-HT trace of fractional change in fluorescence (DF/F) on trials with (‘‘Opto’’) and without (‘‘Ctrl’’) optostim (red bar).

(C) Mean GRAB5-HT DF/F on Opto and Ctrl trials (18 sessions [gray lines], 4 mice [black lines]). ***p < 0.001, linear mixed effects model (LME).

(D) Mean change in pupil area (left, normalized to maximum pupil size in the recording session) and running speed (right) on Opto and Ctrl trials (41 and 45

sessions, 11 and 12 mice for pupil size and running, respectively, LME: p = 0.21 for pupil, p = 0.50 for running).

(E) Setup for fiber photometry of calcium signals (GCaMP6f) from RGC axons, with optostim of DRN5HT/dLGN axons.

(legend continued on next page)
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thalamus,40,41 suprachiasmatic nucleus,42,43 and superior colli-

culus,44 as well as early olfactory and auditory information.45,46

In particular, pharmacological delivery of high doses of serotonin

or associated agonists in brain slices decreases retinal axon

stimulation-evoked glutamate release via presynaptically ex-

pressed 5-HT1B receptors.40–42 Whether ‘‘endogenous’’ release

of serotonin appreciably modulates the activity of mouse retinal

axonal boutons in vivo, and whether this modulation is selective

to specific retinal axons, remains unknown.

To address these questions, we developed methods for op-

togenetic stimulation of dorsal raphe serotonergic axons in

dLGN (DRN5HT/dLGN) in vivo and in vitro during optical and

electrophysiological recordings of retinal axonal activity and

glutamate release. DRN5HT/dLGN axon stimulation suppressed

calcium activity and glutamate release in RGC axonal boutons.

This suppression was greater in boutons strongly driven by

global luminance changes than in those driven only by local

stimuli, while the converse was true for suppression during

high arousal (which likely involves other neuromodulators).

Based on brain slice electrophysiology, immunohistochemistry,

anatomical projections, and single-cell sequencing data, we

propose that differential htr1b receptor gene expression and

presynaptic 5-HT1B receptor density across RGC types may

contribute to the selective suppression of specific retinal axonal

boutons.

RESULTS

Optogenetic stimulation of serotonin axons in visual
thalamus suppresses retinal axons
We first combined optogenetics with fiber photometry in dLGN

of awake, head-fixed mice to study the effects of endogenous

release of serotonin on RGC axon terminals. To photostimulate

serotonergic axons, we expressed a Cre-dependent, red-shifted

channelrhodopsin (ChrimsonR47) in serotonergic neurons of

the DRN (in Pet1-Cre mice) and implanted an optic fiber in

dLGN. We then performed fiber photometry during optogenetic

stimulation of DRN5HT/dLGN axons through the same optic fiber

(Figures 1A and S1A).48 We first confirmed that photostimulation

of DRN5HT/dLGN axons evoked release of serotonin in vivo, by

viral expression in the dLGN of a next-generation optical sensor

for serotonin, GRAB5-HT2h (hereafter, GRAB5-HT).
49 Serotonin

axon photostimulation drove an increase in GRAB5-HT fluores-
(F) Example calcium activity trace on Ctrl and Opto trials. Gray bar: visual drifting

(G) Same as (F) but for Pet1-Cre�/� mice that lacked ChrimsonR expression.

(H) Mean baseline (mean luminance gray screen) calcium DF/F on Opto and Ctrl tr

Cre�/� mice (16 sessions, 4 mice). LME: Pet1-Cre+/�, ***p < 0.001; Pet1-Cre�/�,
(I) Same as (H) but for visual responses (DF/F0, F0: mean of 2 s before optogene

(J) Example calcium activity traces from the same mouse before, 30 min after, a

(K) Mean baseline calcium DF/F on Opto trials (left) and visual response on Ctrl t

(L) Setup for fiber photometry of iGluSnFR in RGC axons with optostim of DRN5

(M) Example trace of glutamate release on Ctrl and Opto trials (red bar). Gray ba

(N) Mean baseline (left) and visually evoked (right, DF/F0, F0: mean of 2 s before o

[gray lines], 3 mice [black lines]). LME: ***p < 0.001.

(O) Same as (K) but for iGluSnFR recordings. Black lines: mice (n = 3).

Error bars in (B), (F), (G), (J), and (M): mean ± SEM across trials.

See also Figure S1.
cence throughout the stimulation period, indicating increased

serotonin release (Figures 1B and 1C; no effect in Pet1-Cre�/�

animals, Figure S1C). This photostimulation protocol did not alter

global arousal,50,51 as it did not drive consistent changes in either

pupil size or locomotion (Figure 1D). Large increases in GRAB5-

HT fluorescence upon systemic administration of the selective

serotonin reuptake inhibitor fluoxetine confirmed that serotonin

is spontaneously released in dLGN (Figures S1B and S1D). We

also observed slow spontaneous fluctuations in GRAB5-HT fluo-

rescence across several tens of seconds, of a similar magnitude

to those evoked by optogenetic stimulation (Figure S1E). Thus,

our stimulation protocol likely evoked serotonin release at phys-

iological, non-saturating levels.

We then expressed GCaMP6f unilaterally in RGCs and paired

DRN5HT/dLGN axon photostimulation with fiber photometry re-

cordings from RGC axons in contralateral dLGN (Figures 1E

and S1F). To evoke visual responses in RGC axons, we pre-

sented sinusoidal gratings. During a subset of presentations,

we photostimulated DRN5HT/dLGN axons for 6 s, beginning 3 s

prior to visual stimulus onset. Photostimulation caused a reduc-

tion in calcium activity at baseline (uniform mean luminance),

prior to visual stimulus onset, and a small additional reduction

in activity during the visual stimulus (Figures 1F, 1H, 1I, S1G,

and S1H). Such suppression was not affected by pupil size

or eye motion (Figures S1I–S1M) and was absent in control

Pet1-cre�/� mice that received photostimulation but did not

express ChrimsonR (Figures 1G–1I, S1H). The reduction in base-

line axonal calcium signals could be due to suppression of

spiking-independent presynaptic calcium (e.g., from subthresh-

old membrane depolarization or internal stores), or of sponta-

neous spiking-related axonal calcium.32 We confirmed that

DRN5HT/dLGN photostimulation suppressed ‘‘spiking-related’’

calcium signals in RGC axons at baseline, as this suppression

was blocked by intraocular injection of tetrodotoxin (TTX;

Figures 1J and 1K).52

Given that the retinothalamic synapse exhibits strong presyn-

aptic depression,53 it was unclear whether the serotonergic sup-

pression of baseline spiking-related calcium signals would have

a significant effect on baseline glutamate release. Thus, we re-

corded glutamate release from RGC axons in dLGN following

intraocular injection of an optical sensor of glutamate (AAV-

iGluSnFR.A184S, Marvin et al.54 and Rosa et al.55; Figures 1L

and S1N). This approach biased the recordings toward
grating.

ials in Pet1-Cre+/�mice (27 sessions [gray lines], 5 mice [black lines]) and Pet1-

p = 0.84.

tic stimulation). LME: Pet1-Cre+/�, ***p < 0.001; Pet1-Cre�/�, p = 0.67.

nd 2 days after TTX injection into the contralateral eye.

rials (right) before, 30 min after, and 2 days after TTX. Black lines: mice (n = 2).
HT/dLGN axons.

r: time of visual stimulation.

ptogenetic stimulation) glutamate release on Ctrl and Opto trials (18 sessions
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presses baseline calcium in individual RGC
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(A) Setup in awake head-fixed mice for two-photon

imaging of GCaMP6f in RGC boutons from the

contralateral eye, with optostim of DRN5HT/dLGN

axons (ChrimsonR-tdT in DRN of Pet1-Cre mice).

(B) Epifluorescence imaging of the surface of thal-

amus through the cannula. The bright region in-

dicates GCaMP6f-expressing RGC axons within

the dLGN. Blue box: two-photon imaging field of

view (FOV).

(C) Example two-photon FOV of the entire dorso-

lateral surface of dLGN. Top: GCaMP6f in RGC

axons. Middle: ChrimsonR-tdT in DRN axons.

Bottom: ipsilateral retinal projection (‘‘ipsi patch’’)

labeled with CTB-A647. Red line: dLGN outline.

(D) DF/F time course of five individual RGC boutons

from the example FOV in (C) during optostim of

DRN5HT/dLGN axons for 10 s (red bar) at baseline.

Color indicates location in dLGN (see F). Mean ±

SEM across trials.

(E) Cumulative distribution across boutons of

amplitude of optostim-evoked suppression of cal-

cium activity at baseline. 6,299 boutons, 6 mice

(black lines). Red line: FOV in (C) and (F). All distri-

butions were significantly suppressed, LME:

p < 0.001.

(F) Optostim-evoked change in DF/F at baseline for

FOV in (C).

(G) RGC boutons from 6 mice after morphological

alignment, colored by amplitude of optostim-

evoked suppression at baseline.

See also Figure S2.
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glutamate release from retinal boutons versus cortical boutons—

the other major source of glutamatergic input56—as these two

groups of boutons are largely segregated spatially in dLGN (Fig-

ure S1O). Accordingly, we observed short-latency increases in

glutamate release during presentation of visual stimuli (Fig-

ure 1M). As with calcium signals, DRN5HT/dLGN photostimula-

tion suppressed glutamate release from retinal axons at base-

line, with a small additional suppression of release during

visual stimuli (Figures 1M, 1N, and S1P). The suppression of

glutamate release at baseline was spiking-related, as it was

blocked by intraocular injection of TTX (Figure 1O). Taken

together, these findings show that activation of serotonergic

axons in dLGN suppresses ongoing and visually evoked,

spiking-related calcium signals in RGC axons, resulting in

reduced glutamate release.

Suppression of baseline calcium signals in individual
RGC boutons across the surface of dLGN
The above photometry recordings, which pooled signals

across many RGC axons, demonstrate that endogenous sero-

tonin release suppresses overall calcium levels in RGC axons.

To investigate whether this suppression differs across individ-

ual RGC boutons, we paired the same viral strategy as in

Figures 1E and 1F with two-photon calcium imaging of indi-

vidual boutons via an imaging window that was chronically im-

planted above the dorsal surface of dLGN (Figures 2A and 2B;

Liang et al.3,35; adapted from Marshel et al.57). We initially
4 Neuron 111, 1–16, March 1, 2023
imaged at low magnification (1,160 3 660 mm2 field of view

[FOV], 50 mm below the imaging window) to visualize RGC

boutons across the entire dorsolateral extent of the dLGN

(Figure 2C, top). We also visualized ChrimsonR-tdTomato

expression of DRN5HT/dLGN axons (Figure 2C, middle). We

identified the region of the FOV that receives inputs from ipsi-

lateral RGC axons (‘‘ipsilateral patch’’) using anterograde

CTB-Alexa647 injection into the ipsilateral eye following func-

tional imaging sessions (Figure 2C, bottom). This allowed us

to align FOVs across mice (Figures S2A and S2B) and to a dig-

ital atlas of axonal projections from all RGCs to dLGN (the

Allen Brain Connectivity Atlas; Figures S2C and S2D), confirm-

ing the location of our FOVs within the thalamus and within the

dLGN (Figure S2E).

To compare serotonergic suppression across individual

boutons during spontaneous activity at baseline, we photosti-

mulated DRN5HT/dLGN axons through the imaging objective

while the mouse viewed a mean luminance gray screen (pho-

tostimulation did not affect global arousal, Figure S2F). Photo-

stimulation drove robust and reliable suppression in some

boutons but not others (see example boutons in Figures 2D

and S2G and population analyses of visually responsive

RGC boutons in Figure 2E). Moreover, in each of the six

mice, we observed a greater amplitude of suppression at

baseline in visually responsive boutons located in anterior

versus posterior dLGN, and in medial versus lateral dLGN

(Figures 2F, 2G, S2H, and S2I).
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Figure 3. DRN5HT/dLGN optogenetic stimulation preferentially suppresses RGC boutons with high baseline activity and sensitivity to lumi-

nance changes

(A) Heatmap of mean concatenated responses of boutons to stepwise luminance changes, to DRN5HT/dLGN optostim at baseline (left), and to horizontal and

vertical bars containing white noise (middle, see Figure S3A, Video S1, and STAR Methods). Boutons are separated by category (color bar, right) and sorted by

amplitude of suppression during DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation (red bar) at baseline. FF: 5,333, Bar: 599, FF + Bar: 189, SBC: 178 boutons.

(B) Mean concatenated responses of an example bouton from each category to stepwise luminance changes, DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation (red area), and vertical

and horizontal white-noise bars. Activity levels were normalized to the bouton’s dynamic range (right y axis): the range between the minimum and maximum

activity (re-scaled to 0–1) across all stimulus types (see STAR Methods).

(C) Cumulative distributions of response to optostim at baseline for each category. LME: all distributions were significantly suppressed, p < 0.001; FF versus Bar,

FF versus FF + Bar, SBC versus FF + Bar, SBC versus Bar p < 0.001, FF + Bar versus Bar: p < 0.01. Inset: mean per mouse (black lines, n = 6) and across mice

(bars). Mouse means for FF versus Bar: *p < 0.05 (Kruskal-Wallis, with post hoc Dunn’s multiple comparison).

(D) Cumulative distributions of difference in baseline (normalized to dynamic range) on Opto and Ctrl trials. LME: all distributions were signif-

icantly suppressed, p < 0.001; FF versus Bar, FF versus FF + Bar, SBC versus FF + Bar, SBC versus Bar, FF versus SBC: p < 0.001. Inset: mean

per mouse (black lines, n = 6) and across mice (bars). Mouse means for FF versus Bar: **p < 0.01, FF versus FF + Bar: *p < 0.05 (Kruskal-Wallis with post

hoc Dunn’s).

(E) Cumulative distributions of mean activity during baseline (normalized to dynamic range). Inset: mean per mouse (black lines, n = 6) and across mice (bars).

Mouse means for FF + Bar versus SBC, and SBC versus Bar: **p < 0.01 (Kruskal-Wallis with post hoc Dunn’s).

(legend continued on next page)
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Retinal boutons that strongly respond to full-field
luminance changes are more suppressed at baseline
We next tested whether the variable degree of suppression

across nearby boutons and throughout the dLGN was related

to differences in the boutons’ visual tuning properties. We pre-

sented two types of visual stimuli that together drive a majority

of RGCs34: full-field increments or decrements in luminance,

and elongated bars containing binarized spatiotemporal white

noise at 8 horizontal and 8 vertical positions on the screen3,35

(Figure 3A). We identified 6,299 visually driven RGC boutons in

6 mice (Figures 3A and S3A). We classified boutons into 4 cate-

gories (Figures 3A, 3B, and S3A): those that responded, among

the set of stimuli we presented, only to full-field luminance

changes (‘‘FF’’ boutons), only to white-noise bar stimuli (‘‘Bar’’

boutons), to both full-field and bar stimuli (‘‘FF + Bar’’ boutons)

and those that were suppressed by some bar stimuli but not acti-

vated by others (suppressed-by-contrast, ‘‘SBC’’).35,58,59 We

found that FF boutons were more strongly suppressed at base-

line by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation than Bar boutons (Figure 3C).

Different RGC types are known to exhibit different ranges of

ongoing and evoked firing,32 making it challenging to compare

changes in fluorescence across their boutons. To address the

possibility that differences in the range of firing or fluorescence

levels across bouton categories might explain the differential

suppression, we normalized each bouton’s activity between

0 and 1 (i.e., between the lowest and highest fluorescence levels

of its dynamic range, defined using a large battery of stimuli in the

absence of DRN5HT/dLGN photostimulation; see Figure 3B and

STAR Methods). The greater DRN5HT/dLGN-evoked suppres-

sion of FF versus Bar boutons persisted when estimating the de-

gree of suppression relative to each bouton’s dynamic range

(Figure 3D).

We also considered whether differences in suppression of

baseline activity across categories of RGC boutons couldmerely

reflect differences in spontaneous activity levels. We found that

boutons that were driven by bar stimuli containing white noise

(Bar or FF + Bar boutons) had substantially lower levels of base-

line activity within their dynamic range as compared with FF and

SBC boutons (Figure 3E), which may prevent DRN5HT/dLGN-

evoked suppression of baseline activity in bar-driven boutons

due to a ‘‘floor’’ effect. Indeed, we observed modest yet signifi-

cant correlations between baseline activity and magnitude

of DRN5HT/dLGN-evoked suppression across boutons, both

across and within RGC categories (Figure 3F). However, addi-

tional experiments (Figure 4) ultimately showed that floor effects

were not the cause of differences in amplitude of suppression

across RGC categories.

Boutons in each category showed some degree of functional

segregation along the anterior-posterior axis in dLGN (Fig-

ure S3C). Specifically, boutons in the anterior dLGN did not

exhibit retinotopic responses to white noise bars, while most

boutons in the posterior dLGN exhibited weaker or no responses
(F) Scatter plot of baseline activity versus suppression by optostim (as in D). Do

category. Pearson’s correlation across all boutons: �0.379, p = 9 3 10�215.

(G) Same as (D) but restricted to the posterior region of dLGN containing retinotop

p < 0.001; FF versus Bar, FF versus FF + Bar: p < 0.001, SBC versus Bar: p < 0.

See also Figure S3 and Video S1.
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to full-field changes in luminance (Figures S3C, S3E, and S3F).

Boutons in anterior dLGN did exhibit retinotopic organization

when presented with spatially restricted bars containing uniform

increments or decrements in luminance (Figure S3E). To better

understand this spatial organization, we aligned our imaging

FOVs to the Allen Brain Connectivity Atlas of projections from

various genetically defined RGC cell types to different regions

of dLGN (Figures S2A–S2E). This revealed that functionally

distinct RGC types innervate different regions of dLGN in a

manner similar to the partial segregation of FF and Bar boutons

in our FOV (Figures S3C and S3D). While we cannot prove that

our bouton categoriesmap onto these RGC types, these findings

illustrate spatial segregation of functionally and genetically

diverse retinal inputs in dLGN.60 Relatedly, this segregation

may arise in part from the slight tilt in our imaging plane such

that anterior and posterior aspects of each FOV sampled from

core and shell regions of dLGN, respectively. Notably, FF bou-

tons were more strongly suppressed by DRN5HT/dLGN photosti-

mulation than Bar boutons even when restricting analyses to

regions of posterior dLGN where Bar and FF boutons were inter-

mingled (Figure 3G).

Activity-matched analyses confirm differential
suppression of retinal boutons
To address the possibility that potential floor effects contribute

to the differential suppression observed across RGC bouton cat-

egories, we considered how DRN5HT/dLGN photostimulation

might affect FF versus Bar boutons at time points when, on con-

trol trials, each bouton’s activity is far from the floor or ceiling of

its dynamic range. This was achieved by carrying out additional

experiments pairing photostimulation with presentation of two

visual stimuli designed to drive FF and Bar boutons throughout

their dynamic range: a 6-s sequence of full-field luminance

changes (to drive FF boutons) and a 6-s sequence of short

bars containing binarized spatiotemporal white noise (to drive

Bar boutons; Figures 4C and S4A; Video S2; 7,914 boutons,

22 FOV, 9 mice), centered on the region of visual space that

best drove retinal boutons in each FOV. This resulted in five

types of trials (two stimuli, each presented with or without

DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation, as well as DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation

at baseline), delivered in pseudorandom order. To further char-

acterize functional properties of these boutons, we also mapped

their retinotopic preferences (Figures S4B and S4C) and tuning

for spatial frequency, direction and axis of motion (Figures 4C

and S4A; Liang et al.3,35). These experiments were carried out

using smaller fields of view in the posterior dLGN (

190 3 330 mm2, 50–90 mm below the imaging window;

Figures 4A and 4B), to record from individual RGC terminals

with greater sensitivity and spatial resolution, and to characterize

serotonergic suppression from a larger population of Bar

boutons concentrated in this region of dLGN (Figure S3C).

Despite these modifications to the imaging protocol, we
ts: RGC boutons, colored by category. Top and right: distributions for each

ic responses to bar stimuli. LME: all categories were significantly suppressed,

01. Inset: mean per mouse (black lines, n = 6) and across mice (bars).
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Figure 4. Selective suppression during DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation is not due to floor effects
(A) Low magnification two-photon image of RGC axons in dLGN. Rectangles: FOVs imaged at higher magnification on different sessions.

(B) Example FOV. ROIs: individual RGC boutons, colored by category.

(C) Example trace of the mean concatenated response of a Bar bouton. Gray shaded regions: visual stimulus presentation. Red shaded regions: DRN5HT/dLGN

optostim. Activity levels were normalized to the bouton’s dynamic range (right y axis).

(D) Mean concatenated response of a FF and a Bar bouton to a 6-s luminance step and a 6-s sequence of small bars containing binarized white noise (top, see

also Video S2) on Ctrl and Opto trials. Mean ± SEM across trials. Orange bars: time points at which the difference between the Ctrl (Rctrl) and Opto (Ropto) trials is

calculated.

(E) Mean suppression due to optostim (Ropto� Rctrl) across boutons in each category as a function of dynamic range level, Rctrl. Lines: mean ± SEM across boutons.

FF: 2,049, FF + Bar: 1,416, Bar: 3,736, SBC: 713 boutons (20 FOV, 9 mice). Inset: optostim-evoked suppression for the FF (blue) and Bar bouton (green) in (D).

(F) Cumulative distribution of optostim-evoked suppression, for time points when each bouton’s activity was within 0.5–0.7 of its dynamic range on Ctrl trials

(black rectangle in E). LME: all distributions were significantly suppressed, p < 0.001; FF versus Bar, FF versus FF + Bar, SBC versus Bar, SBC versus FF + Bar,

SBC versus FF, p < 0.001. FF: 1,947, FF + Bar: 1,306, Bar: 3,343, SBC: 708 boutons (20 FOV, 9 mice).

(G)Mean suppression by optostim (as in F) for FF and Bar boutons. Bar: means acrossmice; black lines:mean permouse (n = 8). *p < 0.05, two-tailed paired t test.

(H) Scatter plot for FF + Bar boutons of optostim-evoked suppression versus spatial frequency preference (824 boutons). Only boutons driven by drifting gratings

were included. Pearson’s correlation across all boutons: 0.287, p = 2.33 10�11. Gray and black lines: linear fits per mouse and acrossmice. See also Figure S4G.

See also Figure S4.
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reproduced the findings in Figures 2 and 3 regarding differences

in baseline activity and in the suppression of baseline activity

by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation across RGC bouton categories

(Figure S4D).

We next examined the effects of DRN5HT/dLGN photostimula-

tion across boutons at times when, on control trials, each bou-

ton’s activity was at a particular level within its dynamic range.

Figure 4D illustrates our findings for example Bar and FF bou-

tons. To assess the amplitude of the suppression at various

levels within the dynamic range, we defined 1-s bins during

and surrounding the two visual stimuli (Figure 4D, orange bars)

and computed the difference between activity levels on optoge-

netic stimulation trials (Ropto) and control trials (Rctrl). We plotted

this difference as a function of a bouton’s dynamic range level at

each moment on control trials. The example FF bouton in Fig-

ure 4D was more suppressed than the example Bar bouton at

each dynamic range level (Figure 4E inset). Across all boutons,

FF boutons were on average more strongly suppressed than

other boutons at all levels within the dynamic range (Figure 4E).

We next focused on bins in which, on control trials, a bouton had
amean activity level between 0.5 and 0.7 of its full dynamic range

(i.e., far from floor levels). This approach confirmed that suppres-

sion was significantly more common and pronounced for

FF boutons than for other boutons (Figure 4F). In particular,

DRN5HT/dLGN suppression was consistently greater for FF

versus Bar boutons across individual mice and across all imaged

FOVs with sufficient numbers of both FF and Bar boutons

(Figures 4G, S4E, and S4F). Together, these findings confirm

that the differential suppression of FF versus Bar boutons by

DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation is not due to floor effects.

We also considered the intermediate category of boutons

driven by both full-field luminance changes and local bars con-

taining white noise (FF + Bar boutons). Within this category,

DRN5HT/dLGN suppression was greater for boutons preferring

lower spatial frequency gratings (down to 0.02 cycles/degree,

a stimulus involving coherent changes in luminance across

most of the screen), and thus were more sensitive to near-full-

field luminance changes (Figures 4H and S4G). Thus, across

RGC categories, DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation appears to drive

greater suppression of boutons with higher sensitivity to
Neuron 111, 1–16, March 1, 2023 7
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Figure 5. Different RGC boutons are suppressed by arousal and by serotonin

(A) Setup for dual color (465/405 nm) fiber photometry recordings of GRAB5-HT expressed in dLGN. Recordings at 405 nmwere used to correct for motion artifact

(Figure S5A).

(B) Example traces of GRAB5-HT DF/F and pupil area. Gray bars: stationary periods.

(C) Correlation between pupil area and GRAB5-HT DF/F in stationary periods (Pearson’s correlation coefficient and R2 of linear regression).

(D) Changes in GRAB5-HT fluorescence related to fluoxetine (Figure S1D), optostim (Figures 1B and 1C), standard deviation of spontaneous fluctuations (B and

Figure S1E), arousal (DF/Fhigh�DF/Flow), tail shock (Figure S5C), and Ensure (Figure S5B). n = 4mice (optostim) or 3mice (all others). Inset: expanded y axis scale.

(E) Mean responses of same example boutons as in Figure 4D, averaged separately for control trials with high arousal (magenta; pupil > 50% of maximum) and

low arousal (green; pupil < 50%ofmaximum). Mean ± SEMacross trials. Orange bars: time points at which the difference between the high arousal (Rhigh) and low

arousal (Rlow) trials is calculated.

(F) Cumulative distributions of Rhigh�Rlow, for time points when each bouton’s activity was between 0.5 and 0.7 of its dynamic range. LME: all distributions except

SBC were significantly suppressed, p < 0.001; FF versus Bar, FF versus FF + Bar, SBC versus Bar, SBC versus FF + Bar, p < 0.001, SBC versus FF p < 0.05. FF:

885, FF + Bar: 805, Bar: 2,051, SBC: 313 boutons (8 FOV, 5 mice).

(G) Scatterplot of suppression by optostim versus by arousal. Suppression by arousal and optostim showed only a weak negative correlation (r = �0.047,

p < 0.001; consistent with Figure 5C). Dots: RGC boutons, colored by category. Top and right: distributions per category.

(H) Mean suppression by arousal in FF and Bar boutons (compare with Figure 4G). Bars: means across mice; lines: means per mouse (n = 5). *p < 0.05, two-tailed

paired t test.

See also Figure S5.
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coherent changes in luminance. In contrast, suppression was

not related to a bouton’s direction or axis selectivity (Figure S4H).

Modulation of distinct retinal boutons by DRN5HT/dLGN

stimulation or arousal
We next considered potential relationships between serotonin

release and arousal in dLGN, as arousal also tends to suppress

visual responses to varying degrees across functionally distinct

groups of RGC boutons in dLGN.3 DRN serotonin neurons, on

average, are generally more active during waking versus sleep

states.51,61 However, in contrast to noradrenaline and acetylcho-

line levels that tightly correlate with rapid changes in arousal or

locomotion,19 the relationship of serotonin levels with arousal/

locomotion is weaker and more nuanced.22 Indeed, individual

DRN serotonin neurons can show either increased or decreased

activity during locomotion,23 and the functional properties of the

subset that projects to dLGN remains unknown. We combined
8 Neuron 111, 1–16, March 1, 2023
fiber photometry of the serotonin sensor GRAB5-HT in dLGN

with recordings of pupil size and locomotion (Figures 5A and

5B), as well as with delivery of tail shocks and drops of milkshake

(Ensure) in a subset of recordings.62–64 These salient stimuli led

to changes in arousal (pupil size and/or running speed) but did

not increase serotonin release in dLGN and instead drove

very modest decreases in serotonin (Figures S5B and S5C).

We also observed a modest negative correlation between the

large spontaneous fluctuations in GRAB5-HT fluorescence

(Figures 5B and S1E) and pupil area (Figures 5B, 5C, and S5D).

However, changes in pupil area only explained about 7% of

the variance in GRAB5-HT fluorescence (Figure 5C), indicating

that many of the larger spontaneous fluctuations in local seroto-

nin levels in dLGN could not be explained by arousal or other

recorded behavioral variables (Figures 5B and 5D).

We wondered how the level of arousal might affect the

suppression of RGC bouton activity we observed during
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DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation. We defined arousal level using

the pupil area prior to trial onset, normalized to themaximum pu-

pil area in each session.3 Arousal level did not affect the amount

of serotonin released by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation (Figures S5E

and S5F). Further, FF boutons were more suppressed by

DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation than Bar boutons (as in Figures 4E–

4H), even when restricting analyses to trials with low or high

levels of arousal (Figure S5G). Thus, differential suppression of

FF versus Bar boutons by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation is not

dependent on the level of arousal.

Next, using the same dataset as in Figure 4, we asked whether

the same or different boutons were suppressed by serotonin

axon stimulation and by arousal. Figure 5E illustrates the visual

responses on control trials (no optogenetic stimulation) of the

same two example boutons as in Figure 4D but plotted sepa-

rately for control trials during high or low arousal levels (i.e., trials

in which the pre-stimulus pupil size was above or below 50% of

maximum, respectively). While the Bar bouton is suppressed by

arousal but not by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation (Figures 4D and

5E), the converse is true for the FF bouton. Across the popula-

tion, Bar boutons were more strongly suppressed by arousal

than other boutons (Figure 5F). These differences in arousal

modulation were not explained by differences in modulation of

baseline activity across RGC categories (Figure S5H). The scat-

ter plot in Figure 5G directly compares each bouton’s degree of

modulation by arousal versus by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation.

These two forms of modulation were not positively correlated

across boutons and instead were weakly but significantly anti-

correlated. Across mice, FF boutons were more suppressed

by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation than Bar boutons (Figure 4G)

but were ‘‘less’’ suppressed by arousal than Bar boutons

(Figures 5H and S5I). These findings demonstrate that,

despite the relatively weak suppression of Bar boutons by

DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation (Figures 4F), these boutons could be

strongly suppressed in other contexts, such as during states of

high arousal (Figures 5F–5H). We further confirmed that, during

periods of high arousal, boutons preferring low versus high

spatial frequencies and decreases versus increases in lumi-

nance (i.e., OFF versus ON) were more strongly suppressed

(as previously shown3; Figures S5J and S5K). Notably, we found

no difference in the amplitude of suppression between OFF-

versus ON-preferring boutons during DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation

(Figure S5L), indicating additional differences in the visual

information content suppressed during arousal versus by

DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation. Thus, serotonin axon activity and

arousal fluctuations during the awake state appear to act as

distinct gates of different visual information streams from the

retina to the thalamus and cortex.

Local DRN axon density does not explain the stronger
suppression of FF boutons
At least three possible mechanisms could underlie the stronger

suppression of FF versus Bar boutons by DRN5HT/dLGN stimula-

tion: (1) differences in DRN axon density surrounding each bou-

ton, (2) differences in the presynaptic expression of the inhibitory

serotonin receptor, 5-HT1B, and (3) differences in downstream

effectors within each bouton. We considered the first two possi-

bilities in detail, focusing first on DRN axon density. Using binar-
ized images of tdTomato-expressing DRN axons in each imag-

ing FOV (Figure 6A), we measured the local density of axons in

a disk of 10-mm radius surrounding each bouton’s center of

mass. Using data from FOVs that spanned the dorsolateral sur-

face of dLGN (Figures 2 and 3), we found that DRN axon density

near different boutons could vary substantially but was on

average uniform along both the A-P and M-L axes of dLGN in

each mouse (Figures S6A and S6B). Higher local DRN axon den-

sity was associated with a greater amplitude of baseline sup-

pression by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation across all boutons (Fig-

ure 6B). This suggests that the degree of bouton suppression

likely scales with the overall level of serotonin released from

nearby DRN axons. Critically, however, FF boutons were consis-

tently more suppressed than Bar boutons, even when matching

for similar levels of local DRN axon density (Figures 6C and 6D).

We also found that DRN axon density was variable across

boutons but similar, on average, across bouton categories

(Figures 6E and 6F; data from higher-magnification FOVs in Fig-

ures 4 and 5). Using data from higher-magnification FOVs, we

also confirmed that FF boutons were more strongly suppressed

than Bar boutons when considering activity levels within 0.5–0.7

of their dynamic range on control trials, even when matching for

similar levels of local DRN axon density (Figures 6G, 6H, S6C,

and S6D). Taken together, these data indicate that DRN axon

density explains some variability in the amplitude of serotonergic

suppression but does not explain differences across bouton

categories.

Differential 5-HT1B receptor expression may contribute
to selective suppression
Previous work showed that RGCs express htr1b mRNA65 and

that agonists for this receptor can reduce glutamate release

from RGC axons onto dLGN neurons in brain slices.40,41 Using

immunohistochemistry for 5-HT1B, we observed high levels of

expression of this receptor throughout the LGN, but not in

most neighboring thalamic nuclei other than ventral LGN (Fig-

ure 7A). To investigate which sources of axonal input to dLGN

expressed 5-HT1B receptors, we labeled all RGC axons with

YFP (in Chx10-Cre;FLEX-ChR2-YFP mice)38 and stained for

Vglut2, which selectively labels RGC synaptic terminals.66 We

found that 5-HT1B puncta were co-localized with RGC boutons

(Figure 7B). In addition, we observed minimal colocalization of

5-HT1Bwith primary visual cortex (V1) axons, the other main glu-

tamatergic input to dLGN, or with DRN5HT/dLGN axons, on

which it would act as an autoreceptor (Figure S7A). Accordingly,

monocular enucleation (and subsequent RGC axon degenera-

tion in dLGN) eliminated 5-HT1B expression in the contralateral

dLGN (Figure S7B).

We next tested whether the 5-HT1B receptor mediates sup-

pression of glutamate release by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation

using whole-cell patch clamp recordings from thalamocortical

neurons in dLGN brain slices from Pet1-Cre mice expressing

ChrimsonR-tdTomato in DRN (Figure S7C). We paired optic tract

electrical stimulation (to evoke retinothalamic excitatory post-

synaptic currents [EPSCs]) with optogenetic activation of

DRN5HT/dLGN axons (Figure 7C). DRN5HT/dLGN photostimula-

tion transiently suppressed peak evoked AMPAR EPSC ampli-

tudes (Figures 7D–7F), consistent with our previous findings
Neuron 111, 1–16, March 1, 2023 9
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Figure 6. Local DRN axon density does not explain stronger serotonergic suppression of FF boutons

(A) Binarized image of DRN axons in dLGN (see Figure 2C). Dots: bouton locations. Black line: dLGN outline.

(B) Mean suppression by DRN5HT/dLGN optostim at baseline as a function of nearby DRN axon density (fraction of pixels with a DRN axon in a 10 mm radius of a

bouton’s center of mass, see STAR Methods). Thin lines: mean per mouse (n = 6), thick line: mean across mice.

(C) Same as (B) but plotted separately for FF and Bar boutons.

(D) Mean difference in optostim-evoked suppression between FF and Bar boutons, calculated using all boutons or using only boutons with nearby DRN axon

density between 0.25 and 0.4 (i.e., ‘‘axon density-matched boutons’’).

(E) Binarized image of DRN axons (red) in a high-magnification FOV (Figure 4). RGC bouton ROIs are colored by category.

(F) Mean DRN axon density around FF versus Bar boutons for each FOV.

(G) Mean optostim-evoked suppression (see Figure 4G) for FF and Bar boutons at 0.5–0.7 of their dynamic range, restricted to boutons with DRN axon density

between 0.15 and 0.3. Bars: mean across mice; black lines: means per mouse (n = 8). *p < 0.05, two-tailed paired t test.

(H) Mean difference per mouse in optostim-evoked suppression between FF and Bar boutons using all boutons (as in Figure 4G) or subsets of boutons with

nearby DRN axon density between 0.15 and 0.3.

See also Figure S6.
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using bath application of serotonin.40,41 Critically, subsequent

bath application of a 5-HT1B antagonist (NAS-181, 10 mM; Miz-

utani et al.67) blocked the suppressive effect of DRN5HT/dLGN

axon photostimulation (Figures 7G, S7D, and S7E). Because

GABAB receptors also modulate RGC axons presynaptically,40

we considered whether the effects of DRN5HT/dLGN axon photo-

stimulation could be due in part to GABAergic suppression of

RGC axons, either by indirect, serotonin-evoked GABA release

from dLGN interneurons28,68 or by co-release of GABA from

DRN5HT/dLGN axons.69 However, bath application of a GABAB

antagonist (CGP-55845, 2 mM) did not alter the suppression

caused by DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation (Figures S7F–S7H). Taken

together, our results suggest that DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation-

evoked suppression of RGC axons is mediated by expression

of the 5-HT1B receptor on RGC axon terminals.

To assess whether ‘‘relative’’ levels of 5-HT1B expression

differed across molecularly defined RGC types, we first evalu-

ated htr1b mRNA expression in a publicly available single-cell

RNA-seq dataset of adult RGCs.33 Expression of htr1b in

RGCs was higher than other serotonin receptors (Figure S7I).

Further, molecularly defined RGC types showed reliably

different levels of htr1b expression (Figure 7H). To confirm
10 Neuron 111, 1–16, March 1, 2023
that these differences in somatic htr1b expression corre-

sponded to differences in 5HT1B expression at RGC terminals,

we labeled with YFP the axons of two groups of RGC types that

have very different levels of htr1b expression (Figure 7H): alpha

RGCs (labeled by Kcng4-Cre,70) and F-mini RGCs (labeled by

Foxp2-cre; Rousso et al.71). Notably, in comparison with

F-mini RGCCs, alpha RGCs have relatively higher responses

to large equiluminant stimuli, higher levels of baseline activity

(Figures S7J and S7K),32,71,72 and their axons project to more

anterior parts of our dLGN FOV (Figure S3D). This suggests a

potential partial overlap of our imaged FF boutons with the

alpha RGCs, and of bar-driven boutons with F-mini RGCs.

We found that, compared with 5-HT1B expression in all RGC

boutons in dLGN, the expression was substantially lower in

F-mini RGC boutons than in alpha RGC boutons (Figures 7I

and S7L). Thus, differences in mRNA expression were predic-

tive of levels of presynaptic protein. While indirect, these

electrophysiological, molecular, anatomical, and immunohisto-

chemical results suggest that differential presynaptic expres-

sion of the 5-HT1B receptor may contribute to the differential

serotonergic suppression of FF versus Bar RGC boutons

observed in vivo.
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Figure 7. 5-HT1B is localized to RGC boutons and mediates DRN5HT/dLGN-evoked suppression

(A) Coronal slice of dLGN immunostained for 5-HT1B.

(B) Example colocalization of 5-HT1B puncta (magenta) with Vglut2 (blue, RGC axon terminals) and RGC axons (green, Chx10-Cre; FLEX-ChR2-YFP).

(C) Setup of whole-cell recording of thalamocortical cells in a dLGN slice from Pet1-Cre mice. EPSCs are evoked by optic tract electrical stimulation with and

without optostim of ChrimsonR-expressing DRN axons.

(D) Plot of the peak EPSC amplitude (holding potential:�70mV) and access resistance (Racc.) over consecutive trials of optic tract stimulation. Red bars: optostim

trials.

(E) Example EPSC from the recording in (D) on Opto and Ctrl trials (Ctrl, mean of five preceding trials). Stimulus artifacts are blanked for clarity.

(F) Mean percent suppression across all 16 recorded cells (dots) from 14 mice. **p < 0.01, two-tailed t test.

(G) Mean percent suppression before and after bath application of NAS-181. DRN5HT/dLGN-evoked suppression was reduced by NAS-181 in 7/8 cells (black

lines). *p < 0.05, two-tailed paired t test.

(H) Violin plot of htr1b expression (in log transcripts permillion [TPM]) in all molecularly defined RGC types (publicly available scSeq dataset of adult RGCs). Green:

F-mini RGCs, blue: alpha RGCs.

(I) Mean intensity of 5-HT1B staining within all Vglut2+ regions of interest (ROIs) in a slice, compared with ROIs that overlapped with specific RGC axons (labeled

with YFP using Kcng4-Cre mice [alpha RGCs] or Foxp2-Cre mice [F-mini RGCs], see STAR Methods). Kcng4-Cre: 7 slices (gray lines), 3 mice, Foxp2-Cre: 9

slices, 4 mice; colored lines: mean across slices. **p < 0.01, two-tailed paired t test (F-mini RGC: p = 0.0042; alpha RGC: p = 0.253).

See also Figure S7.
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DISCUSSION

There is a growing number of studies investigating how internal

states such as arousal affect sensory processing. While internal

states correlate with the activity of many neuromodulators, ama-

jor unresolved question in neuroscience is how any one neuro-

modulator contributes to selective sensory processing. We

found that serotonergic axons suppress calcium signals and

glutamate release in retinal boutons. Moreover, suppression by

endogenous serotonin release in dLGN was more pronounced
in subsets of retinal axonal boutons that responded more

strongly to global changes in luminance than to local visual stim-

uli, while the converse was true for suppression that occurred

during increases in arousal.

Serotonergic modulation of synaptic transmission and
convergent retinal inputs
We investigated two potential mechanisms underlying the stron-

ger DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation-evoked suppression of FF versus

Bar boutons. First, we found that local DRN axon density
Neuron 111, 1–16, March 1, 2023 11
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correlates with the degree of suppression but does not explain

differences across bouton categories. In contrast, converging

evidence suggests a possible role for differential expression of

the 5-HT1B receptor, a Gi/o-protein coupled receptor, on

different RGC presynaptic terminals (in addition to other poten-

tial mechanisms such as effectors downstream of 5-HT1B). Pre-

synaptic G-protein coupled receptors are increasingly recog-

nized as key regulators of neuronal communication throughout

the brain.73 However, few mammalian studies have addressed

this mechanism in well-characterized sets of projection neurons

or in vivo. Previous studies using brain slices have shown that

bath-applied serotonin suppresses glutamate release from

RGC axons by reducing spike-evoked calcium entry into the

presynaptic terminal.40–42,44 Our results demonstrate that

DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation in vivo reduces the amount of calcium

evoked in RGC axonal boutons. Indeed, 5-HT1B is thought to

inhibit adenylyl cyclase and attenuate calcium influx through

voltage-gated calcium channels.67,74,75 Previous studies have

demonstrated a monotonic, albeit nonlinear relationship be-

tween presynaptic calcium and glutamate release.76–78 Accord-

ingly, we observed DRN5HT/dLGN stimulation-evoked suppres-

sion of both baseline and evoked bulk glutamate release from

RGC axons.

In the dLGN, visual information from RGC axons is relayed to

cortex-projecting thalamic neurons. Several recent studies have

shown that mouse RGC axons can converge onto neurons in the

thalamus,35,36,38,39 where they shape the tuning properties of

their post-synaptic partners.37 In cases where a thalamocortical

cell receives input from several types of RGCswith distinct visual

tuning, the relative weight of these inputs can powerfully influ-

ence the response properties of the target cell.37 Our findings

show that serotonin preferentially suppresses RGC axonal bou-

tons that exhibit high baseline activity and that respond to full-

field stimuli (this category of boutons is likely composed of

many functional subtypes of RGCs, each demonstrating distinct

tuning for other visual features). At least some convergence of FF

and Bar RGC boutons onto a dLGN dendrite is likely.35 Further,

we have observed immunolabeling of 5-HT1B in some but not all

RGC terminals within clusters of converging RGC boutons (not

shown). In this way, selective suppression by serotonin might

shift the tuning of the post-synaptic cell toward smaller, more

local stimuli, similar to what has been observed in zebrafish.79

Indeed, DRN electrical stimulation selectively reduces evoked

activity in thalamocortical neurons with large receptive fields,80

consistent with our observations of greater suppression of FF

boutons. Interestingly, serotonin depolarizes most thalamocort-

ical neurons in brain slices via actions on 5-HT2 receptors,29,81,82

suggesting that information that doesmake it to the thalamocort-

ical neurons may then be amplified.

The ethological context of serotonergic modulation at
the retinothalamic synapse
We observed slow fluctuations in serotonin release in dLGN, a

small proportion of which could be explained by weak anti-cor-

relation with arousal levels. The behavioral contexts that drive

these fluctuations in serotonin remain largely unclear, as do the

roles of serotonergic suppression of retinothalamic transmission

in shaping downstream visual processing and behavior. Future
12 Neuron 111, 1–16, March 1, 2023
studies tracking serotonin release in dLGN and its effects on

retinal transmission during natural behaviors83,84 will help

address these questions. For comparison, serotonin release

from dorsal raphe axons in the optic tectum of zebrafish is

elevated during periods of hunger and drives a shift in the tectal

cell population responses toward representation of small ob-

jects, which might represent prey.79

Multiple distinct filters of visual information content at
the level of retinal axons
Internal states, particularly arousal and locomotion, can modu-

late visual processing in both the cortex and the thal-

amus.5–12,15,16 Modulation of early sensory information flow by

arousal has been demonstrated in retinal axons,3,4 yet themech-

anisms underlying these effects are not yet well understood.

Subsets of retinal axons can be modulated by metabotropic ac-

tions of several modulators, including serotonin, GABA, gluta-

mate, adenosine, acetylcholine, and norepinephrine.40,85,86

Each of these signals might be released to varying degrees dur-

ing different internal states. For example, metabotropic effects of

GABA and glutamate on RGC axons could arise from direct,

long-range excitatory inputs from cortex87,88 due to disynaptic

inhibition and neurotransmitter spillover from nearby synapses.

In this study, we find that serotonin, similar to arousal,3 selec-

tively gates visual information by suppressing calcium activity

in a subset of retinal axons. However, while serotonin preferen-

tially suppresses RGC axons strongly driven by full-field changes

in luminance, arousal preferentially suppresses boutons driven

more strongly by local stimuli. This opens up the exciting possi-

bility that serotonergic axons and other modulatory inputs could

enact multiple complementary, state-dependent selective filters

of specific visual information channels at a key bottleneck in the

pathway, before these channels reach thalamocortical neurons

and are subsequently relayed and amplified in downstream brain

areas guiding behavior and learning.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit polyclonal anti-5HT1B Abcam Ab13896

Guinea pig polyclonal anti-vglut2 Millipore AB2251

Chicken polyclonal anti-GFP Invitrogen A10262

Bacterial and virus strains

AAV2/2.CAG.GcaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 Boston children’s viral core N/A

AAV2/1.hSyn.FLEX.ChrimsonR-tdTomato Klapoetke et al.47 UNC Vector Core

AAV2/2.hSyn.FLEX.ReaChR.mCitrine Boston children’s viral core N/A

AAV2/9.hSyn.GRAB5-HT2h WZ Biosciences N/A

AAV2/1.hSyn.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 Chen et al.89 Addgene, #100837

AAV2/1.hSyn.iGluSnFR.A184S Marvin et al.54 Addgene, #106174

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

CTB-Alexa647 Thermo Fisher Scientific C34778

NAS-181 Tocris biosciences #1413

CGP-55845 Tocris Cat #1248

Deposited data

Retinal Ganglion Cell recordings Goetz et al.32 RGCtypes.org

Adult RGC single cell sequencing Tran et al.33 https://singlecell.broadinstitute.org/single_cell/study/SCP509

Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas Martersteck et al.60 http://connectivity.brain-map.org/

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: ePet-Cre Jackson RRID: IMSR_JAX: 012712

Mouse: Foxp2-Cre Jackson RRID: IMSR_JAX:030541

Mouse: Kcng4-Cre Jackson RRID: IMSR_JAX:029414

Mouse: Chx10-Cre Cepko Lab RRID: IMSR_JAX: 005105

Mouse: Ai32 Jackson RRID: IMSR_JAX: 012569

Software and algorithms

MATLAB R2017a MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

Igor Pro 6.12 Wavemetrics https://www.wavemetrics.com/products/igorpro/igorpro.

htm; RRID: SCR_000325

Suite2p Pachitariu et al.90 https://github.com/cortex-lab/Suite2P

PsychToolBox PsychToolBox http://psychtoolbox.org/

Scanbox Neurolabware https://scanbox.org/

NIMH MonkeyLogic NIMH https://monkeylogic.nimh.nih.gov/

Other

Two-photon microscope Neurolabware http://neurolabware.com/

InSightX3 laser Spectra-Physics InSightX3

10x.6 NA objective Olympus
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Data and code availability
All photometry and two-photon calcium imaging data and original code reported in this paper have been deposited at: https://

research.bidmc.harvard.edu/datashare/DataShareInfo.ASP?Submit=Display&ID=6

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data is available upon request from the lead contact, Mark L. Andermann

(manderma@bidmc.harvard.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals
All animal care and experimental procedures were approved by the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center Institutional Animal

Care and Use Committee and by the Boston Children’s Hospital Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animals were housed

on a 12h light-dark cycle (all experiments performed during the light phase), with ad libitum access to water and standard chow.

All in vitro and in vivo experiments were performed on both male and female mice. Fiber photometry, imaging and slice electrophys-

iology experiments were performed on hemizygous Pet1-Cre mice (wild-type littermates were used for control experiments).

Immunohistochemistry experiments used Chx10-Cre;FLEX-ChR2-YFP,91,92 Foxp2-Cre,71 Kcng4-Cre,93 and Pet1-Cre;FLEX-

ChR2-YFP94 mice.

METHOD DETAILS

Surgical procedures
All surgical procedures for in vivo and slice experiments were performed in 8–12 week-old (unless otherwise specified) anesthetized

(isoflurane in O2; 4% for induction, 1% for maintenance) mice. After surgery, animals were givenMeloxicam (.5 mg/kg s.c.) andmoni-

tored during recovery.

Virus injections

Intravitreal injections of adeno-associated virus (AAV) were used for infection of retinal ganglion cells in the right eye.3,35 For moni-

toring calcium activity, 1.2 ml of AAV2/2.CAG.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 (Boston Children’s Hospital viral core, 1.37E+12 gc/ml; Chen

et al.89) was injected gradually over 2 minutes. For monitoring glutamate release, 1.2 ml of AAV2/1.hSynapsin.SF-iGluSnFR.A184S

(Addgene, 100uL 2.2 x 10^13 gc/ml; Marvin et al.54) was injected. For visualizing ipsilateral retinal inputs to the dLGN in mice

used for two-photon imaging experiments, we injected 500 nl of CTB-A647 (Thermofisher) in the left eye after all imaging sessions

had been performed. For infection of dorsal raphe serotonergic neurons, we injected AAV2/1.hSyn.FLEX.ChrimsonR.tdTomato

(Addgene, 4.1E12 gc/ml; Klapoetke et al.47) in the dorsal raphe nucleus (75 nl in each location at: AP -4.25, -4.55, -4.85, ML 0, DV

-2.9 mm from Bregma). For recordings using the serotonin sensor, we injected AAV2/9.hSyn.GRAB5-HT2h (WZ biosciences, 4.34 x

10^13 gc/ml; Wan et al.49) in the dLGN (150 nl at: AP -2.55, ML -2.3, DV -2.8 mm from Bregma).

For histology experiments involving labeling of F RGCs and alpha RGCs (Figures 7I and S7L) 1 ml of AAV2/2.FLEX.ReaChR.mCitrine

(Boston Children’s Hospital viral core; Lin et al.95) was injected into each eye of Foxp2-Cre (�75% of Foxp2-cre labeled cells are

F-mini RGCs; Rousso er al.71) and Kcng4-Cre (>90% of Kcng4-Cre labeled cells are alpha RGCs; Duan et al.93) mice in the first

week after eye opening (P14-21).

For histology experiments labeling V1 axons in dLGN, we injected AAV2/1.hSyn.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 (Addgene, 150 nl, AP -3,

ML -4, DV -1.25 mm from Bregma).

Drug administration

For silencing of spiking in RGC cell bodies (Figures 1J, K, and 1O), we injected 1 ml of TTX (1 mM, Hooks et al.52) intravitreally in the

right eye while the mouse was anesthetized (1% isoflurane). After injection, the mouse was allowed to recover and 30 minutes later

was head-fixed on the wheel for photometry recordings.

For testing of spontaneous serotonin release in dLGN (Figure S1D), we injected fluoxetine (16 mg/kg) intraperitoneally while the

mouse was awake and head-fixed for fiber photometry recordings. Ten minutes before injecting fluoxetine, in the same recording,

we injected an equal volume (approximately 100 ml) of sterile isotonic saline i.p. to control for any potential effects of the needle in-

jection on changes in GRAB5-HT fluorescence.

Monocular enucleation

Monocular enucleation was performed as in Welsh et al.96 The mice (Chx10-Cre;FLEX-ChR2-YFP) were anesthetized (2% isoflur-

ane). After trimming the eyelid margins, the optic nerve was cut with surgical scissors, the eye removed, and the eyelids were glued

with cyanoacrylate. Mice were then allowed to recover and were sacrificed 10 days later.

Fiber implants

Two to three weeks after eye and dorsal raphe virus injections, optic fibers with a metal ferrule (400-mm-diameter core; multimode;

numerical aperture [NA] 0.48; 3.0 mm length; Doric Fibers) were implanted over dLGN (at AP -2.55, ML -2.3, DV -2.8 mm from

bregma). Mice were anesthetized and placed on a heating pad (CWE) in a stereotaxic apparatus (KOPF). Ophthalmic ointment (Ve-

tropolycin) was applied to the eyes. The fiber was implanted stereotaxically through a small burr hole over the dLGN, by slowly

lowering it perpendicular to the surface of the skull. The fibers and a custom-made two-pronged titanium headpost were then affixed

to the skull with C&BMetabond (Parkell), as in Lutas et al.48 Care was taken to fix the headpost parallel to the skull to ensure the head
e2 Neuron 111, 1–16.e1–e11, March 1, 2023
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of the mouse was level when head-fixed and standing on a wheel during recordings. Mice were given at least two weeks to recover

before photometry recordings.

Cannula implants

Two to three weeks after eye and dorsal raphe virus injections, a cranial window and headpost were implanted as detailed in Liang

et al.3,35 Briefly, mice were given 0.03 ml of dexamethasone sodium phosphate (4 mg/ml, i.m.) roughly 3 h prior to surgery to reduce

brain edema. Mice were anesthetized and placed on a heating pad (CWE) in a stereotaxic apparatus (KOPF). Ophthalmic ointment

(Vetropolycin) was applied to the eyes. A two-pronged headpost was affixed to the skull, centered roughly 2.7 mm lateral and 2 mm

posterior to Bregma over the left hemisphere, tangential to the curved skull surface. The angle of the headpost with respect to the

levelled skull was measured at this stage to ascertain the angle of the imaging window with respect to the dLGN. The head was then

tilted to secure the headpost in custom clamps (Thorlabs) that aligned the headpost precisely parallel to the platform of the stereo-

taxic apparatus. A 3-mmdiameter craniotomywas performed at the center of the headpost. The underlying cortical and hippocampal

tissue was carefully aspirated until the surface of the thalamus was reached. The thalamic surface and optic tract were kept intact. A

3-mmdiameter coverslip (glued to the bottom of a 3mm x 3.4mm [diameter x height] stainless steel cylindrical cannula [MicroGroup]

prior to surgery using UV-cured Norland Optical Adhesive 71) was lowered into the craniotomy, approximately 2.75 mm below the

skull, where it pressed slightly on the surface of the thalamus. The cannula was affixed to the skull with Vetbond (3M) followed by C&B

Metabond (Parkell), to form a permanent seal. A well (made of Buna-N O-rings [McMaster-Carr] and dental cement) was built around

the perimeter of the headpost which during imaging served the purposes of retaining water for the water-immersion objective and

supporting a light shield that covered the objective to block the light from the LCD screen during two-photon imaging. Mice were

allowed at least two weeks to recover before two-photon imaging.

Recordings
Fiber photometry recordings and associated optogenetic and visual simulation

Fiber photometry recordings were performed in awake behaving mice, head-fixed and placed on a running wheel.48 The same optic

fiber was used for recording of fluorescence signals (50-150 uW, 465 nm excitation, sampled at 1000 Hz) and optogenetic stimulation

(6 s, 20Hz, 10ms pulses, 5mW, 620 nmexcitation, as in Lutas et al.48). The eye contralateral to the placement of the fiber was facing a

monitor (Dell 17’’, 1280x1024 pixels, 60 Hz refresh rate) which displayed a mean luminance grey screen except for periods of visual

stimulus presentation (sinusoidal grating, 2 s,.08 cycles per degree [cpd], 0� [vertical gratings moving from nasal to temporal], 2 Hz,

80% contrast, except for recordings in two Pet1-/- control mice in Figures 1H and 1I in which full screen binarized white noise was

used). Themonitor was placed 25 cm from themouse’s face at approximately 45� from themouse’s body axis, roughly parallel to the

angle of the mouse’s face, spanning 15�-90� in azimuth and 45� degress of elevation (Figure S3B). We used four types of trials: trials

with visual stimulus presentation with or without optogenetic stimulation, and trials without visual stimuli (‘blank’ trials, in which the

mouse is looking at a mean luminance gray screen) with or without optogenetic stimulation. In fiber photometry recordings of pre-

synaptic calcium (GCaMP in RGC axons), we presented all four types of trials. In fiber photometry recording of serotonin release

(GRAB5-HT), we presented only ‘blank’ trials with or without 6 s of optogenetic stimulation. For fiber photometry recordings of gluta-

mate release (iGluSnFR in RGC axons), we only presented trials with the same visual stimuli in the presence or absence of optoge-

netic stimulation. All trials were presented in pseudorandom order. Inter trial intervals lasted 6 s. In each recording session we pre-

sented between 100 and 300 trials in total (approximately 50-150 per trial type). Locomotion and pupil area were tracked during

recording sessions (sampled at 15 Hz, as in Lutas et al.48). Visual and optogenetic stimuli were presented using NIMH

MonkeyLogic or NIMH ML1.

Dual color fiber photometry recordings

Fiber photometry experiments with dual-color excitation were carried out (as described in Zhang et al.97) in mice expressing

GRAB5-HT in the dLGN, using a 465-nm LED and a 405-nm LED to excite the fluorophore near its isosbestic point (425 nm). The

two light sources, controlled by Plexon LED drivers, were coupled to a Doric mini cube that converged the light onto a single patch

cord. Alternating square pulses (6 ms) of each LEDwere delivered at 50 Hz through the patch cord to the fiber optic cannula. Emitted

fluorescence was collected through the patch cord and recorded on a photoreceiver. Locomotion and pupil area were tracked during

these recording sessions (sampled at 15 Hz). A subset of recording sessions included the delivery of tail shocks (.4 mA, 2 x 50 ms,

100 ms inter-shock interval, delivered via two electrode pads wrapped around the base of the tail) and drops of milkshake (Ensure,

�5 ul) to chronically food restricted mice (maintained at 80-85%body weight; Lutas et al.48; Figures 5D, S5B, and S5C). These appe-

titive and aversive stimuli were delivered 30 or 60 s apart. In a subset of recording sessions, we switched between 5-minute blocks in

which mice received repeated shocks, Ensure deliveries or no stimuli.

Two-photon imaging

Two-photon calcium imaging was performed as in Liang et al.3,35 using a resonant-scanning two-photonmicroscope (Neurolabware)

and an Insight X3 laser (80MHz; Spectra-Physics; 920 nm for GCaMP6f, 1060 nm for ChrimsonR-tdTomato visualization, 1200 nm for

A647). All images were acquired using a 10x, 0.6 NA, 8 mm WD water immersion objective (Olympus) at 6.7x (190 x 330 mm2; Fig-

ures 4, 5 and 6) or 1.7x (1160 x 660 mm2; Figures 2, 3, and 6) digital zoom. For experiments in which the FOV encompassed the entire

surface of dLGN (Figures 2, 3, and 6), we imaged at 50 mm below the surface of the optic tract. For experiments using higher magni-

fication (Figures 4, 5 and 6), we imaged at 50–90 mm below the surface of the optic tract. Images were collected at 15.5 frames/s,
Neuron 111, 1–16.e1–e11, March 1, 2023 e3
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using Scanbox (Neurolabware). Each imaging run lasted approximately 30 mins, and 4–5 runs were performed during each imaging

session. Occasionally, the imaging depth was adjusted slightly in between runs to account for small, slow drifts in the z-plane.

For optogenetic stimulation of ChrimsonR, light was delivered through the imaging objective, using a 617 nm LED (2.6 mW at base

of cannula; M617L3; ThorLabs) bandpass filtered (630-669 nm; Thorlabs, FBH650-40; designed to avoid stray light at wavelengths

detected by themouse retina) and controlled by an LEDdriver (T-Cube; ThorLabs), synchronizedwith fluorescence image acquisition

(15.5 Hz; 8 ms; Lutas et al.98).

For tracking the arousal state of the animal, the pupil ipsilateral to the LCD screen was trans-illuminated by the spread of two-

photon excitation infrared light (920 nm) emanating from within the brain. Images of a pre-selected region of interest around the

eye were recorded using a CCD camera (Dalsa) at 15.5 Hz, and synchronized with fluorescence image acquisition (Scanbox,

Neurolabware).

Visual stimulation and optogenetic stimulation during two-photon imaging

Visual stimuli were presented to the mouse on a LCDmonitor (Dell, 1700, 1280x1024 pixels, 60 Hz refresh rate) placed 25 cm from the

mouse’s right eye, and parallel to the angle of themouse’s face. Visual inspection at the beginning of each imaging session confirmed

that the whole monitor was visible to the mouse and no part of it was blocked by the objective or the light shielding around it. As is

illustrated in the diagram in Figure S3B, the monitor spanned approximately 75� in azimuth (centered on the mouse’s pupil) from 15�

to 90� in azimuth (along the mouse’s body axis), and spanned 46� in elevation from 0� to 46� above the level of the pupil (in a small

subset of recordings themonitor was lowered by 7� to center it on the area of visual space encoded by a FOV; the resulting retinotopic

preferences were adjusted by 7� to match the other recordings). The mean luminance of the monitor was 8.6 lux. Imaging sessions

usually consisted of several ‘runs’ (recording periods of approximately 30 minutes each). An imaging session started with two runs in

which optogenetic stimulation was delivered (either paired with the presentation of visual stimuli or during presentation of a mean

luminance gray screen, see below), followed by one retinotopy run in which we presented noise bars and full-field luminance changes

to characterize the retinotopic preference of boutons and classify them into the four functional categories (see below). For FOVs

collected at high magnification (Figures 4 and 5), these three runs were followed by one or two runs in which drifting gratings (in 8

equally spaced directions, at 3 spatial frequencies [0.02, 0.08, and 0.32 cycles per degree]) were presented to themouse (see below).

Stimulus presentation was randomized within each run in each imaging session.

Optogenetic stimulation of DRN5HT/dLGN axons in dLGN through the imaging objective (10 s, 15.5 Hz, 8ms, 2.6mW, beginning 3 s

before stimulus onset and ending 1 s after stimulus offset) was paired with two types of 6-s duration stimuli: a series of stepwise

changes in luminance relative to mean luminance (80% contrast, OFF-ON-OFF, 2 s per step; presented for both high (Figures 4

and 5) and low (Figures 2 and 3) magnification datasets) and a sequence of 6 adjacent bars (7� x 21� per bar) presented in sequence

(1 s duration per bar), with each bar containing a binarized bandpass-filtered spatiotemporal white noise stimulus (spatial frequency

corner of 0.05 cycles per degree, a cutoff of 0.32 cycles per degree and a temporal frequency cutoff of 4 Hz; Liang et al.3,35 and Niell

and Stryker99; see Video S2 and presented only in high magnification imaging sessions; Figures 4 and 5) with overall stimulus lumi-

nance matched to mean luminance. These bars spanned the area of visual space encoded by boutons in each high magnification

FOV. To generate these stimulus movies, we initially measured retinotopy in each FOV, as described below, and identified the

two horizontal and two vertical bars that best drove boutons. We then designed the local bar stimulus set to target surrounding ret-

inotopic locations. On subsequent days, we performed experiments pairing optogenetic stimulation with imaging of the same FOV.

Stimuli were designed using custom scripts in MATLAB (MathWorks) and presented using NIMH MonkeyLogic. In any one run, 100

trials of each of 5 types were presented in pseudorandom order (each trial lasting 10 seconds, 6 s inter-trial interval): optogenetic

stimulation during mean luminance gray screen, presentation of luminance steps with and without optogenetic stimulation, and pre-

sentation of localized white noise bars with and without optogenetic stimulation. Recording sessions at low magnification (Figures 2

and 3) consisted of two runs of visual stimulation trials (OFF-ON-OFF full-field luminance stimulus) in the presence or absence of op-

togenetic stimulation and blank trials (mean luminance) in the presence of optogenetic stimulation.

To measure retinotopy, we used a binarized version of a bandpass-filtered noise stimulus with a spatial frequency corner of 0.05

cycles per degree, a cutoff of 0.32 cycles per degree and a temporal frequency cutoff of 4 Hz.3,35,99 Each noise stimulus was con-

tained within a bar, and each bar was presented in a vertical orientation at one of 8 azimuth locations and in a horizontal orientation at

one of 8 elevations, tiling the whole region of visual space covered by the screen (horizontal bars spanned 6� x 74� each, vertical bars
spanned 9� x 46� each, Figure S3A; Video S1). The retinotopy run also included the presentation of a full-field luminance increment

and a decrement (‘On’ or ‘Off’ trials, respectively, 80% contrast). Both stimulus duration (for all 16 bars and the 2 full-field luminance

changes) and inter-stimulus interval lasted 2 s. The responses of boutons to these stimuli were used to define responsiveness inclu-

sion criteria (see below). This allowed for a fair comparison of responses to full-field and local stimuli as they both started frommean

luminance. Stimuli were designed using custom scripts in MATLAB (MathWorks) and presented using NIMHMonkeyLogic. Each im-

aging session included 270 stimulus presentations delivered in pseudorandom order (15 per stimulus type). We did not observe re-

sponses to these bars containing white noise in anterior dLGN (Figure S3C). This led us to wonder if boutons in anterior dLGN (many

of which showed high baseline activity) were driven bidirectionally by these stimuli, such that the slow nature of calcium signals was

averaging out rapid increases and decreases in firing to a net zero change in fluorescence. In a subset of mice, we therefore pre-

sented both 8 horizontal and 8 vertical bars containing white noise, and the same bars but containing uniform increases or uniform

decreases in luminance (80% luminance contrast). We found that these latter stimuli preferentially drove retinotopic responses in

anterior dLGN (Figure S3C).
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Drifting grating stimuli were generated and presented using Psychtoolbox (as in Liang et al.3,35). We presented full-screen sine-

wave drifting gratings (80% contrast) at one of eight directions of motion spaced 45� apart, at spatial frequencies of 0.02, 0.08

and 0.32 cycles per degree and a temporal frequency of 2 Hz. All stimuli were displayed for 2 s. The inter-stimulus interval (mean

luminance gray) lasted 2 s.

Slice electrophysiology
We injected AAV2/1.hSyn.FLEX.ChrimsonR-tdTomato virus (Addgene) in the dorsal raphe nucleus of 8 week old Pet1-Cre mice and

four weeks later we prepared brain slices for whole-cell patch recording. Brain slices containing the optic tracts and dLGNwere pre-

pared as previously described.38 Briefly, mice were anesthetized using isoflurane (5% in O2) and perfused with 10 mL of oxygenated

(95% O2; 5% CO2) ice-cold cutting solution (in mM): 130 K-gluconate, 15 KCl, 0.05 EGTA, 20 HEPES, and 25 glucose (pH 7.4

adjusted with NaOH, 310 mOsm). After decapitation, the brain was removed quickly and immersed in ice-cold cutting solution for

one minute. To preserve the integrity of retinogeniculate fibers, parasagittal sectioning was conducted according to the protocol

used for the characterization of sensory inputs to the thalamus.100 The brain was cut with a steel razor blade, then sectioned into

250 mm-thick slices in the oxygenated ice-cold cutting solution using a sapphire blade (Delaware Diamond Knives, Wilmington,

DE) on a vibratome (VT1200S; Leica, Deerfield, IL). The slices containing dLGNand optic tractswere recovered at 30�C for 15minutes

in oxygenated saline solution (in mM): 125 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 1.0 MgCl2, 2.0 CaCl2, and 25 glucose (pH 7.4,

310 mOsm).

Whole-cell patch clamp recordingswere conducted on thalamocortical neurons located in the ventral posterior region of the dLGN.

Cells were visualized using a PRIME BSI camera (Teledyne Imaging) connected to a DIC-equipped microscope (Olympus). Glass

pipettes (Drummond Scientific) were pulled on a Sutter p87 Flaming/Brown micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments), and filled

with internal solution containing (in mM): 35 CsF, 100 CsCl, 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES, and L-type calcium channel antagonist 0.1 methox-

yverapamil (pH 7.4, 300 mOsm). Pipette resistance was 1.5–2.0 MOhm. Patch recordings were performed using a MultiClamp 700B

(Axon Instruments), filtered at 1 kHz, and digitized at 4-50 kHz with an ITC-18 interface (Instrutech). Electrically stimulated excitatory

post-synaptic currents (eEPSCs) were obtained by impaling saline-filled electrode into optic tracts and stimulating the retinogenicu-

late inputs. Electrical stimuli were supplied by a stimulus isolator (WPI A365) delivering a 0.2msec pulse with 100 mA. To obtain AMPA

currents, the membrane potential of recorded cells was held at -70 mV, while maintained at 0 mV between trials. Inter-trial intervals

were kept at 1 minute. Access resistance was monitored throughout the experiment and evaluated in offline analysis. Experiments

with access resistance changing over 20%were removed from analysis. To isolate excitatory synaptic currents, cells were recorded

at room temperature in oxygenated saline solution containing 20 mM of bicuculline (antagonist of GABAAR), 10 mM of DPCPX (antag-

onist of A1 adenosine receptors), 50 mMof LY341495 (blocker of presynaptic mGluRs), and 20 mMof Cyclothiazide (blocker of AMPA

desensitization101–105). Offline analysis was conducted using Igor Pro 8 (WaveMetrics) and Matlab (Mathworks, see below).

To stimulate serotonergic terminals in the dLGN, full-field illumination using orange light (> 600 nm) was applied to the slices

through a 60x objective (Olympus). The orange light (18 mW) was supplied by a CoolLED pE unit with a 600 nm longpass filter at

a frequency of 15 Hz (8 ms pulse width). Orange light stimulation began 500 ms before the first pulse of electrical stimulation of

the optic tract and lasted for 600 ms in total. To test the effect of GABABR and 5-HT1BR on synaptic transmission, 2 mM of

CGP55845 (GABABR blocker) and 10 mM of NAS-181 (5-HT1BR antagonist) were bath applied, respectively.

Perfusion and Immunohistochemistry
We performed immunohistochemistry to examine 5-HT1B expression in a subset of mice. Mice were terminally anesthetized using

Avertin (tribromoethanol, 125 mg/kg), and then perfused first with PBS and then with 10% formalin. Brains were extracted and cry-

opreserved in 20% sucrose before coronal sectioning (40-50 mm thickness). Sections were first blocked in 1%normal donkey serum,

0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS with.05% sodium azide overnight at 4� C, and then incubated in blocking solution containing primary an-

tibodies overnight at 4� C. Sections were washed in PBS, before incubation in blocking solution containing Alexa fluorophore-con-

jugated secondary antibodies at room temperature for 1.5 hr. Sections were washed in PBS before mounting on slides and imaging

with Olympus VS120 slide scanner microscope (Figure S1) or Zeiss-880 confocal microscope (Figures 7 and S7). We used the

following primary antibodies: rabbit anti-5-HT1B (1:500, Abcam, AB13896), guinea pig anti-Vglut2 (1:500, Millipore, AB2251) and

chicken anti-GFP (1:1,000, Life Technologies, A10262).

We also performed histology on all mice used in photometry experiments to confirm viral expression of GCaMP6f and ChrimsonR-

tdTomato, and fiber placement. Viral expression in two-photon imaging experiments was confirmed in vivo via the cranial window.

Confocal imaging
Imaging of immunostained slices (Figures 7 and S7) was performed on a Zeiss LSM-880 confocal microscope using 488, 594 and

647 nm excitation wavelengths through a 63x objective. Images were 1024 x 1024 pixels at 15.17 pix/mm, and z-stacks were

collected at.37 mm intervals, spanning 5-15 mm.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Unless otherwise specified, all analyses were performed using custom scripts in MATLAB (MathWorks).
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Analysis of fiber photometry recordings with optogenetic stimulation
Fiber photometry fluorescence signals were collected at 1000 Hz and downsampled to 100 Hz. To ensure no bleedthrough of the

620 nm excitation light used for optogenetic stimulation into the fluorescence recordings, we excluded all timepoints during each

10ms stimulation pulse from further analysis. The trace was then temporally smoothed by amedian filter (width: 100ms). The change

in fluorescence was calculated as DF/ F0 = (F – Fo)/F0, where F0 is the average fluorescence in the 2 s preceding the onset of a trial.

Changes in baseline were measured as the mean DF/F between 2 and 3 s after the onset of optogenetic stimulation – after the initial

decay in baseline fluorescence and before the onset of visual stimulation. Visual response magnitude was estimated as the mean

DF/F in the 2 s of visual stimulus presentation. To measure the additional suppression of visual responses by optogenetic stimulation

(in addition to the suppression of baseline activity; Figures S1H and S1P), the visual response amplitude was measured as the dif-

ference between themeanDF/F during the 2 s of visual stimulus presentation and themeanDF/F between 2 and 3 s after the onset of

optogenetic stimulation (i.e. the 1-s period prior to visual stimulus onset).

To assess the arousal state of the animal, we tracked changes in pupil area, as in Liang et al.3 Due to technical issues, pupil area

wasmeasured in 11 of the 12 Pet1-Cre+/- mice reported in Figure 1. To extract the pupil area, we used the same pipeline as described

in the section on two-photon imaging analysis (see below), normalizing the area to the maximal area in each recording session.

Arousal state was defined using the mean of the 2 s period before the onset of a trial. To measure the effects of optogenetic stim-

ulation on arousal state, we measured the differences in pupil area and running speed between the 2 s period preceding trial onset

and the 4 s window 2–6 s after the onset of optogenetic stimulation on ‘blank’ trials without stimulus presentation (see above). We

compared the change in pupil area and running speed on trials with (‘opto’) and trials without (‘ctrl’) optogenetic stimulation. For Fig-

ure S1J, trials were only included in which the pupil area during the trial did not vary by more than 1 standard deviation from themean

pupil area in the 2 s preceding the trial onset.

To estimate eye movements during our recordings, we computed the Euclidean x-y displacement of the pupil center of mass. The

change in pupil position during optogenetic stimulation (Figures S1K–S1M) was computed as the difference between the average

change in pupil position in 2 s before trial onset and in the 2-4 s after onset of optogenetic stimulation. For Figure S1M, trials

were only included in which the pupil did not move (less than 1 std. dev. of all changes in pupil position).

Analysis of dual-color fiber photometry recordings
Dual-color photometry data of GRAB5-HT were analyzed with custom MATLAB scripts, as in Zhang et al.97 Pulses that trigger the

465-nm and 405-nm LEDs (50 Hz each) were used to determine when the two LEDs were on. To estimate the photometry signal

at each LED pulse (6 ms), a median function was applied to the points of the photodetector traces corresponding to the last 3 ms

of each pulse. This resulted in two 50 Hz traces: one for the 465-nm channel and another for the 405-nm channel. We corrected

for bleaching in each trace by fitting a decaying exponential (as described for time course extraction using two-photon imaging

data, below). To calculate the [465 nm–405 nm] trace (termed GRAB5-HT fluorescence), we first bandpass filtered (as in Jones

et al.106) the 465-nm and 405-nm traces between 0.033 and 2 Hz, to avoid overfitting to either fast noise in the signal, or slow com-

ponents that dominated the 465-nm signal. We then fitted the filtered 405-nm trace to the filtered 465-nm trace using a linear fit, and

then scaled and shifted with those coefficients the unfiltered 405-nm trace before subtracting it from the unfiltered 465-nm trace.

The scaling was performed separately for each recording session, but resulted in roughly similar coefficients across sessions (not

shown). After subtraction, we added back the mean fluorescence of the raw trace such that the mean of the [465 nm–405 nm] trace

equalled the mean of the raw 465-nm trace. This allowed for the calculation of DF/F for the [465 nm–405 nm] trace using the equation

DF/F0 = (F� F0)/ F0, where F is the fluorescence intensity and F0 is the mean fluorescence of the whole trace. This procedure allowed

us to correct for the particularly strong motion-related signals in the 465-nm fluorescence recordings of GRAB5-HT (Figure S5A).

To estimate the amplitude of spontaneous fluctuations in GRAB5-HT fluorescence (Figures 5D and S1E), we computed the standard

deviation of recorded DF/F values. To account for variable length of recording sessions (and therefore a potential bias for larger stan-

dard deviation in longer sessions), we report the average standard deviation computed over multiple 20-minute segments of each

recording session.

Analysis of projection patterns of RGC types in dLGN
To visualize the projections of various retinal ganglion cell types (Figures S2C–S2E and S3D), we used data from the Allen Mouse

Brain Connectivity Atlas, which provides high-resolution ex vivo 3D imaging of fluorescently labeled, genetically-defined cell types.

Specifically, we analyzed data from Vglut2-Cre, Kcng4-Cre, and Foxp2-IRES-Cre lines using the Allen Software Development Kit

(SDK, https://allensdk.readthedocs.io/_/downloads/en/latest/pdf/) Python code. Vglut2-Cre labels all RGC projections, Kcng4-

Cre labels alpha RGC projections, and Foxp2-IRES-Cre labels the F RGC projections.60,70–72 RGC axons from these lines were visu-

alized by infection with a Cre-dependent fluorescent marker in one eye. The SDK included projection volume data registered to the

Common Coordinate Framework (CCF), a 3D average template of the mouse brain.107 We used the angles of pitch and roll of the

headpost relative to the skull (angles from one mouse were used [21� roll, 7� pitch], note: yaw was not used as the animal was

head-fixed with the nose pointing forward in the imaging setup) to rotate the 3D matrix containing projection densities to recreate

the view of dLGN observed through the cannula during two-photon imaging. To validate this approach, we initially visualized all

the RGC axonal projections in the dLGN using Vglut2-Cre. This allowed us to visualize the position of the ipsilateral projections

and identify the depth of our imaging plane (for visualization we averaged a stack of 100 mm, after accounting for tissue compression
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by the imaging window in vivo). To visualize both contralateral and ipsilateral projections, we additionally flipped the 3D volume of

Vglut2-Cre inputs along the brain’s midline, before applying the rotation to both volumes (Figures S2C–S2E). To characterize the

innervation patterns of Kcng4-Cre and Foxp2-Cre RGCs throughout the dLGN, we averaged the volume data for 3 experiments in

each line. By overlaying the expression profiles from Foxp2-Cre and Kcng4-Cre, we could compare these projections of F and alpha

RGCs, respectively, to the spatial distribution of functional categories of RGC boutons in in vivo the two-photon calcium imaging

data. With this visualization we observed spatial segregation of Kcng4-Cre and Foxp2-Cre along the anterior-posterior axis of the

dorsolateral surface of the dLGN. This, together with our tilt in pitch, suggests that the anterior part of our FOV might be grazing

the dorsal edge of the ‘core’ of dLGN, while the posterior part of our FOV might be sampling from the ‘shell’, which is known to

be thicker in posterior dLGN.60,108

Analysis of scSeq data
For analysis of htr1b expression in RGCs shown in Figures 7H and S7I, transcriptomic data of 35,699 adult RGCs classified into 45

molecular clusters was obtained from:

https://singlecell.broadinstitute.org/single_cell/study/SCP509/mouse-retinal-ganglion-cell-adult-atlas-and-optic-nerve-crush-

time-series.33

Analysis of whole-mount retina electrophysiology
Data from whole-cell electrophysiology recordings in whole mount retina were obtained from RGCtypes.org.32 For each cell, we as-

sessed baseline firing (Figure S7K) as the firing in the 1 s in darkness preceding presentation of a white spot, averaged across trials of

all spot sizes. The response amplitude to spots of different sizeswas calculated as the average firing in the 250ms following the onset

(for ‘ON’ cells) and the offset (for ‘OFF’ cells) of the spot presentation. To obtain spot-size tuning curves for each cell type (Figure S7J

left), we baseline subtracted and peak-normalized the averaged response of all cells of a type. The preference of a cell for large versus

small spots (Figure S7J middle) was calculated as (R2 – R1)/(R2 + R1), where R2 is a cell’s average response to spots with a diameter

greater than 800 mm (approximately 26� of visual space) and R1 is a cell’s average response to spots smaller than 150 mm in diameter

(approximately 5� of visual space).

Analysis of confocal imaging
To measure 5-HT1B receptor expression on RGC boutons of different types, we first identified RGC boutons using morphological

image segmentation of 3D images of Vglut2 expression (labeling all RGC presynaptic terminals) and of YFP expression (labeling

axons of Cre-expressing RGCs infected with a Cre-dependent fluorescent marker, see ‘Virus Injections’ above). We smoothed

the data with a 3D median filter before removing background using morphological ‘opening’ and ‘closing’ with a 4 mm diameter

disk-shaped structuring element and 3D Gaussian filtering. Images were then binarized to identify Vglut2-enriched or YFP- and

Vglut2-enriched areas corresponding to presynaptic terminals of all RGCs or of a specific subtype. Masks were only included if

they had a diameter of at least 0.75 mm. For each mask, we then calculated the average 5-HT1B receptor antibody staining intensity.

To assess differences in 5-HT1B intensity in YFP-expressing axon terminals across slices, we compared 5-HT1B intensity in YFP-

enriched terminals to the intensity in Vglut2-enriched terminals in each slice. This allowed us to compare intensity in different subsets

of RGCs versus all RGCs without the confound of overall differences in 5-HT1B staining in different slices.

Analysis of whole-cell patch recordings in dLGN
In order to measure the effects of DRN5HT/dLGN photostimulation on glutamate release, we measured the peak amplitude of

AMPAR-mediated excitatory post-synaptic currents (EPSCs) evoked by electrical stimulation of the optic tract in the presence or

absence of DRN5HT/dLGN photostimulation. The percent suppression during trials with optogenetic stimulation was calculated as

%suppression =
EPSCctrl � EPSCopto

EPSCctrl

3 100

Where EPSCopto was the amplitude of the EPSC on trials with optogenetic stimulation, and EPSCctrl was the average amplitude of

the EPSC on the five trials preceding the trial with optogenetic stimulation. In order to assess the effect of bath-applied drugs on sup-

pression of glutamate release by DRN5HT/dLGN photostimulation, the percent suppression by photostimulation for each cell before

and after bath application of drugs was considered.

Two-photon imaging analysis
Image registration and timecourse extraction

To correct for x-y shifts in the FOV due tomotion, image registration was performed in amanner similar to our prior studies.3,35 Briefly,

the fluorescence movie for each run was first registered to a common average field-of-view using efficient rigid-body subpixel regis-

trationmethods (on average this led to correction ofmotion of 1.5 mm in X and 0.5 mm in Y; no change in averagemotionwas observed

during optogenetic stimulation). The registered movies were then spatially downsampled by 2 and temporally downsampled by 15.

For registration purposes only, a local image normalization method (http://bigwww.epfl.ch/sage/soft/localnormalization/) was

applied to each frame to normalize the fluorescence intensity across boutons and to increase the contrast between boutons and
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neuropil. After normalization, image warping using the imregdemons.m function (MATLAB) was implemented to align all images to a

new common average field of view. The pixel-wise displacement resulting from the imregdemons function was spatially and tempo-

rally upsampled and then applied to the original, subpixel-registered movies. A second round of image warping was then applied to

the full-sized, processedmovies. The resulting estimate of pixel-wise displacements was then applied to the alignedmovies from the

first round of image warping. After these image registration and warping steps, no obvious x-y motion was observed and PCA de-

noising was performed (using PCs with eigenvalues above those of a random matrix109).

Finally, movies from sequential runs were aligned to the movie of the first run in two steps. First, we evaluated the rigid-body

displacement between the average image from each movie and the first movie of each session and applied that to each frame.

Next, we evaluated local warping using the imregdemons.m function applied to the average image from each movie and the average

image of the first movie of each session and applied the displacement field to each frame of the movies.

After image registration, regions of interest were identified using Suite2p90 which provided weighted masks for individual boutons

and neuropil masks. The fluorescence intensity at each timepoint for a given bouton and its associated neuropil mask is given as the

weighted average of the fluorescence intensities across pixels in the mask.

To account for photobleaching during imaging sessions, a bleaching correction method was implemented.3,35 Raw bouton and

neuropil traces were first smoothed using a sliding filter (30th percentile of a 5-minute sliding window). Then, the filtered traces

were fitted using a decaying exponential:

a 3 e
� x
.

t
+b

where the amplitude (a) and the offset (b) were independently estimated for each bouton and each neuropil ring, while the time

constant ðtÞ was fixed to an empirically defined constant value of 75 minutes. To correct for photobleaching in each trace, we sub-

tracted the offset, before dividing by the exponential decay. Lastly, we added back the offset.

To account for neuropil signals which may contaminate signals in the bouton trace, neuropil correction was applied by subtracting

a scaled version of the corresponding neuropil trace (0.6 x neuropil trace) from each bouton trace before adding back the mean neu-

ropil fluorescence (temporally-averaged across the neuropil trace110).

Finally, fractional change in fluorescence on each trial was calculated asDF/ F0 = (F – Fo)/F0. For trials in whichwe presented drifting

sinusoidal gratings or retinotopy bars, F0 is themean fluorescence in the 1 second preceding onset of the visual stimulus. For imaging

runs in which we paired optogenetic stimulation with the presentation of visual stimuli, F0 is the mean fluorescence in the 2 s preced-

ing trial onset (where each trial starts with 3 s of mean luminance gray screen which on half the trials is paired with optogenetic stim-

ulation, followed by the onset of a 6 s visual stimulus).

Bouton selection (QI)

All analyses were performed on driven boutons, defined as regions of interest (ROIs) that passed the following inclusion criteria. A

quality index was computed for each type of trial, as in Baden et al.34

QI =
Var½CCDr �t
CVar½C�tDr

where C is the response matrix (time x trials) and C Dx and Var[ ]x denote the mean and variance (across either trials [r] or timepoints

[t]). For low-magnification imaging sessions that spanned the whole surface of dLGN (Figures 2 and 3), a bouton was included in

further analysis if it (i) had a QI greater than 0.15 on at least one of two types of full-field trials (2 s of luminance increments or dec-

rements) or (ii) had a QI greater than 0.15 in response to at least one horizontal and one vertical whitenoise bar (see above for descrip-

tion of stimuli). For imaging sessions using higher magnification (Figures 4 and 5), boutons additionally had to have a QI greater than

0.15 in response to either of the two visual stimuli that were paired with optogenetic stimulation (6 s luminance step or spatially local-

ized sequence of bars containing white noise, see above). The fixed threshold of 0.15 for QI was established empirically, based on

inspection of individual bouton response traces. Varying the threshold did not qualitatively impact our results. FOV analyses

(Figures 4G, S4E, and S4F) were performed on FOVs with at least 5% each of Bar and FF boutons.

Bouton classification

For imaging sessions at lowermagnification that spanned thewhole surface of dLGN (Figures 2 and 3), driven boutonswere classified

into 1 of 4 categories based on their responses to full-field luminance changes (‘full-field stimuli’, 2 s of luminance increment or decre-

ment) and horizontal or vertical bars of whitenoise (‘retinotopy bar’). A ‘FF’ bouton was defined as a bouton that had a QI greater than

0.15 in response to at least one of the two types of full-field stimuli but did not have aQI greater than 0.15 in response to any horizontal

or vertical retinotopy bar. A ‘FF + Bar’ bouton had a QI greater than 0.15 for both types of stimuli. A ‘Bar’ bouton had a QI greater than

0.15 in response to at least one horizontal and one vertical retinotopy bar, but not to any of the full-field stimuli. A bouton was defined

as suppressed by contrast (‘SBC’) if it had a QI greater than 0.15 in response to at least one horizontal and one vertical retinotopy bar,

but was not activated (increases in DF/F) by any retinotopy bar (the combination of these criteria indicated reliable suppression by

retinotopy bar).

For imaging sessions using higher magnification (Figure 4), the QI on trials of full-field stepwise luminance changes (‘step stimuli’)

and of 6 s sequence of localized white-noise bars (‘local bars’, the stimuli paired with optogenetic stimulation) was used as an addi-

tional criterion for assigning boutons to categories. FF boutons had a QI greater than 0.15 in response to full-field stimuli and step
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stimuli, but not in response to retinotopy bars or local bars. Bar boutons had a QI greater than 0.15 in response to local bars and at

least one horizontal and one vertical retinotopy bar, but not in response to full-field or step stimuli. FF + Bar boutons had a QI greater

than 0.15 in response to all four stimulus types. SBC boutons were defined using their QI in response to both retinotopy bars and

drifting gratings. They had a QI greater than 0.15 in response to at least one horizontal, one vertical retinotopy bar and one drifting

grating, but were not activated (increases in DF/F) by any retinotopy bar or drifting grating (the combination of these criteria indicated

reliable suppression by retinotopy bars and drifting gratings).

Pupil data analysis

To assess the arousal state of the animal we tracked changes in pupil area, as in Liang et al.3 To extract the pupil area, morphological

filters and the grayconnected.m function (MATLAB, MathWorks) were used to identify the region of the image that belonged to the

pupil. The regionprops.m function (MATLAB, Mathworks) was then used to fit an ellipse to the pupil region and to measure param-

eters of the ellipse, including the centroid position, the width, and the height. Pupil area was calculated as the area of the fitted ellipse,

normalized to the maximal pupil area during each session, and temporally smoothed by a median filter (width: 5 adjacent frames/

330 ms). The pupil area on each trial was defined as the mean pupil area in the two seconds before trial onset (trial onset defined

as 3 s before visual stimulus- the time at which the optogenetic stimulus begins). For analyses in Figures 5E–5H and S5G–S5I,

the visual response during high or low arousal trials was defined as the mean response across trials without optogenetic stimulation

where the pupil was respectively greater or less than 50%of themaximum pupil area on that session. Boutons from a given recording

were included in this analysis only if the recording had at least 5 trials at high and 5 at low arousal. For analyses in Figure S5G effects of

optogenetic stimulation were assessed using control and optogenetic trials with pre-trial pupil area in the same range.

Baseline suppression and baseline level

During imaging runs and photometry recording sessions in which visual stimulation was paired with optogenetic stimulation of

DRN5HT/dLGN axons, all trials began with a 3 s period of baseline during which the mouse was looking at a mean luminance grey

screen (the same as during the inter-trial periods). On half of the trials optogenetic stimulation was delivered in this period. On a sub-

set of ‘blank’ trials optogenetic stimulation was presented (for 10 s during two-photon imaging, for 6 s during photometry recordings)

while the mouse was looking at a mean luminance grey screen. Baseline suppression by DRN5HT/dLGN photostimulation was

measured as the mean fractional change in fluorescence (DF/F) in a 1 s period starting 2 s after the onset of optogenetic stimulation

(where F0 was the average fluorescence in the 2 s before optogenetic stimulation, see above). We restricted the measurement to this

period to allow the fluorescence to decay during DRN5HT/dLGN photostimulation and reach a new steady state.

The baseline level of each bouton was assessed as the mean value of the 1 s period preceding visual stimulus onset on trials

without optogenetic stimulation, normalized to the dynamic range of the bouton (see below).

Morphological alignment of dLGN surface

In Figures 2G, S2A, S2B, S2H, S3C, S3E, and S3F, we show the spatial distribution (i) of baseline suppression by DRN5HT/dLGN stim-

ulation across functional categories and (ii) of retinotopic responses pooled across all 6mice. To achieve this pooling, we performed a

morphological alignment of each lowmagnification FOV, which in eachmouse encompassed the entire dorsolateral surface of dLGN.

First, for each mouse we manually defined the contour of dLGN defined by the presence of GCaMP fluorescence and based on the

area of the FOV in which we observed responses to full-field luminance increments or decrements or bars of binarized white-noise

(see for example Figure 2C and Video S1). Next, we considered the FOV from the first imagedmouse as the reference image and used

the function imregtform.m (MathWorks) to estimate the rigid-body transformation between the reference image and the outline of the

dLGN in all other mice. The displacements were then applied to the X-Y coordinates for the centroid of each bouton’s mask (as

defined by Suite2p during bouton identification). This across-mouse registration based on GCaMP fluorescence was then applied

to the images of the ipsilateral RGC projection infected with CTB-A647. The mean of the GCaMP and A647 images from 4 mice is

shown in Figure S2B, illustrating the consistency of our imaging FOV along the dorsolateral surface of dLGN.

Dynamic range

To compute the dynamic range of each bouton, we considered the 20th and 80th percentile of response amplitudes to each trial type

(including baseline periods, but excluding optogenetic trials). The minimum of the 20th percentile response amplitudes across trial

types, and the maximum of the 80th percentile response amplitudes across trial types, were considered the bottom and top of the

dynamic range, respectively. The reason we used the 20th and 80th percentile of response amplitudes (instead of the minimum

and maximum) to each trial type was in order to conservatively estimate the true dynamic range of the response amplitudes without

accounting for nonbiological noise sources like shot noise. For imaging sessions that spanned the whole surface of dLGN (Figures 2

and 3), the trial types used in estimating this global minimumandmaximumwere those involving each of the 8 horizontal and 8 vertical

bars, the 2 s luminance increment and decrement trials and the 6 s stepwise luminance change trials. For imaging sessions using

highermagnification (Figures 4 and 5), we additionally included trials (without optogenetic stimulation) that involved the 6-s luminance

steps (considering each 2-s portion with a luminance increase or decrease separately) and the trials with 6 1-s presentations of bars

containing white noise in nearby regions of space (considering each 1-s portion separately), as well as trials involving sinusoidal drift-

ing gratings in one of 8 directions, presented at one of 3 spatial frequencies.

Spatial Frequency preference

To compute an index related to spatial frequency preference, we computed a weighted sum of the responses of each bouton to drift-

ing gratings presented at each of three spatial frequencies (.02,.08 and.32 cycles per degree [cpd], similar to Liang et al.3). As drifting

gratings were presented moving in 8 directions, for each spatial frequency the response used was that for the direction that elicited
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the maximal response. For SBC boutons, we inverted the sign of the response at each spatial frequency. The weighted sum was

given by the formula

SFpref =
RSF1 + 2 � RSF2 + 3 � RSF3

RSF1 +RSF2 +RSF3

Where RSF1, RSF2 and RSF3 are the responses to drifting gratings at 0.02, 0.08 and 0.32 cycles per degree, respectively. The an-

alyses in Figure 4H (comparing spatial frequency preference to suppression by DRN5HT/dLGN photostimulation) were restricted to

FF+Bar boutons that had a QI greater than 0.15 in response to at least one drifting grating moving in one direction at one spatial

frequency.

Retinotopic preference

Retinotopic preference of each bouton along the azimuth and elevation axeswas computed as in Liang et al.,35 using either elongated

bars containing white noise (Figures S3E1, S4B, and S4C), or uniformly dark or bright bars. For the latter dataset involving uniformly

dark or bright bars, we took the average of the absolute values of the responses to the presentations of bright and dark bar at each

given location (Figure S3E2). For retinotopic tuning curve fitting, this produced two curves of eight evenly spaced values, which were

approximated using a Gaussian function:

RðxÞ = R1e
�ðx� xprefÞ2

2s2 +Roff

The fitted DF/F response, R(x), varied as a function of the retinotopic stimulus location, x. The maximum response, R1 + Roff, was

evoked at xpref, the preferred retinotopic location. To increase the number of points for fitting from 8 to 15, an interpolation method

similar to the one used for direction tuning curves was implemented. Retinotopic preference was only considered for boutons that

had QI > 0.15 in response to at least one horizontal and one vertical bar.

Axis and direction selectivity

As in Liang et al.,35 for each bouton, we calculated a ‘vector sum’ axis selectivity index (ASI; i.e., selectivity for motion along a given

axis) on each interpolated direction tuning curve.110 This index was calculated by projecting the DF/F response (R) for each of the 8

directions (q, interpolated to 16 points) in the range between 0� and 360� onto a circle with 2i progression and estimating the magni-

tude of the normalized vector sum, which ranged from 0 to 1 (maximum selectivity):

ASI =

�����
X16

n = 1
RðqnÞe2i�2pwn

360+

�����
,X16

n = 1
jRðqnÞj

Opposite directions contributed in an additive fashion, while orthogonal directions canceled each other out. In a similar manner, we

computed a ‘vector sum’ direction selectivity index (DSI), by projecting the 8 directions (interpolated to 16 points) onto a circle with 1i

progression:

DSI =

�����
X16

n = 1
RðqnÞe1i�2pwn

360+

�����
,X16

n = 1
jRðqnÞj

To obtain a ASI and DSI estimate for a given bouton (Figure S4H), the ASI and DSI at the preferred spatial frequency were used.

On-Off index

The preference of boutons for increases versus decreases in luminancewas calculated as in Liang et al.35 AnOn-Off indexwas calcu-

lated as follows:

OnOff index =
ðOnR � OffRÞ:ðjOnRj+ jOffRjÞ

kjOnRj+ jOffRjk2

OnR and OffR were defined as the ON and OFF response time courses during the 2 s response window (the stimuli used were 2 s

full-field increments or decrements in luminance starting from amean luminance gray screen). A positive response to increments (ON)

only, to decrements (OFF) only, or a positive response of equal magnitude to increments and decrements (ON and OFF) corre-

sponded to index values of 1, -1 or 0, respectively. For quantifications in Figures S5K and S5L, ON boutons were defined as having

an On-Off index greater than 0.9 and OFF boutons were defined as having an On-Off index less than -0.9.

DRN axon masks

To estimate the density of DRN axons around each RGC bouton, we first summed a z-stack of DRN axon from 5 mm below to 5 mm

above the imaging plane (sampled at 5 mm intervals). We used morphological filtering and thresholding to binarize the resulting fluo-

rescence image of DRN axons, thereby generating DRN axon masks. We then calculated the fraction of pixels, in a disc of 10 mm

radius around the RGC bouton’s center of mass, that belonged to a DRN axon mask.

Statistics
Statistical tests were performed using MATLAB (MathWorks). Additional details on sample sizes and statistical test for each exper-

iment can be found in figure legends and main text. To account for dependencies originating from nesting in some of our data
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(multiple cells from individual animals, or repeated recording sessions from individual animals), we tested for significance of these

results by fitting linear mixed effects models (using ‘fitlme’ in MATLAB, MathWorks). We fit two types of models. The first was

used to model whether a distribution was significantly different from zero (‘intercept’), while accounting for repeated measures

from the same mouse (‘random effects’). We used the formula: y � 1 + (1|Mouse), where y is a vector of observations. We used

this model on data in Figures 1C–1E, 1H, 1I, 1N, 2E, S1C, S1H, S1J, S1K, S1M, S1P, and S5E. The second model was used to

compare the effects between RGC types (‘fixed effects’), while accounting for multiple cells recorded from the samemouse (‘random

effects’). We used the formula: y � 1 + Type + (1|Mouse), where y is a vector of observations. We used this model on data in

Figures 3C–3E, 3G, 4F, 5F, S4D, S5G, and S5J-L. Significance levels are indicated as follows: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

Experiments were conducted by an investigator with knowledge of the animal genotype and treatment. Virus expression and optic

fiber implant placements were verified by post hoc histology. Viral expression in two-photon imaging experiments was confirmed

in vivo via the cranial window.
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